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The main objective o f this dissertation is to investigate nano-structured random 
composite materials, which exhibit anomalous phenomena, such as the extraordinary 
enhancements o f linear and non-linear optical processes due to excitation o f collective 
electronic states, surface plasmons (SP). The main goal is to develop a time and memory 
efficient novel numerical method to study the properties of these random media in three 
dimensions (3D) by utilization o f multi core processing and packages such as MPI for 
parallel execution. The developed numerical studies are then utilized to provide a 
comprehensive characterization and optimization o f a surface plasmon enhanced solar cell 
(SPESC) and to serve as a test bed for enhanced bio and chemical sensing.
In this context, this thesis work develops an efficient and exact numerical algorithm 
here referred to as Block Elimination Method (BE) which provides the unique capability 
o f modeling extremely large scale composite materials (with up to 1 million strongly 
interacting metal or dielectric particles). This capability is crucial in order to study the 
electromagnetic response of large scale inhomogeneous (fractal) films and bulk composites 
at critical concentrations (percolation). The developed numerical method is used to 
accurately estimate parameters that describe the composite materials, including the 
effective conductivity and correlation length scaling exponents, as well as density o f states 
and localization length exponents at the band center. This works reveals, for a first time, a 
unique de-localization mechanism that plays an important role in the excitation of charge-
iv
density waves, i.e. surface plasmons (SP), in metal-dielectric composites. It also shows that 
in 3D metal-dielectric percolation systems the local fields distribution function for 
frequencies close to the single particle plasmon resonance is log-normal which is a 
signature o f a metal-dielectric phase transition manifested in the optical response o f the 
composites.
Based on the obtained numerical data a scaling theory for the higher order electric 
field moments is developed. A distinct evidence o f singularities in the surface plasmon 
density o f states and localization length is obtained, correlating with results previously 
obtained for two dimensional systems. This leads to the main finding o f this work; i.e., the 
delocalization of surface plasmon states in percolating metal-dielectric composite materials 
is universally present regardless o f the dimensionality o f the problem.
This dissertation also proposes a new approach toward developing highly efficient 
inorganic/organic solar cell, by presenting a method for enhancement in the optical 
absorption and overall cell efficiency. Specifically, the approach improves the operation 
characteristics o f inorganic semiconductor (e.g. Si and a-Si) and organic (P3HT:PCBM) 
thin film solar cells by integrating a thin, inhomogeneous, metal-dielectric composite 
(MDC) electrode at the interface between the transparent electrode and active layer. 
Through numerical simulations, we show that under solar illumination, surface plasmons 
are excited within the fractal MDC electrode across an extremely broad range of optical 
frequencies, trapping the incoming light and ensuring an optimal absorption into the active 
layer of the solar cells. An analytical model is developed to study the I-V characteristics o f 
the cells, providing a pathway toward achieving optimal efficiency and better 
understanding o f the behavior of charge carriers. Using this model, it is shown that
including gold MDC electrodes can lead to an enhancement in solar cell power conversion 
efficiency up to 33% higher compared to the benchmark device.
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The random metal-dielectric composites have been the subject o f intensive 
research due to their unique electric and optical properties. The highly inhomogeneous 
nature o f such systems make them notoriously difficult to study, especially in the three 
dimensional (3D) case. Among the traditional problems facing the theory o f random 
media are the lack o f analytical tools and the need for developing highly efficient 
numerical algorithms that may allow accurate studies of the local electric field 
distributions, electron and photon localization, and wave and particle transport through 
percolation systems and nonlinear effects.
To understand the peculiar optical phenomenon related to percolating metal- 
dielectric composites, a number o f effective-medium theories have been proposed, 
including the Maxwell-Gamett and Bruggeman approaches and their various 
modifications. However, none o f these theories allow exact calculation o f the local field 
fluctuations facilitated by the excitation of highly localized surface plasmons (SP) states 
in the composites. Attempts to understand the light localization has been made based on 
the renormalization group method, however, with rather limited success. There are 
number o f fast algorithms (to be discussed below) proposed to determine the effective
1
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conductivity o f the composites; however, they are not suitable for studies o f the local 
field fluctuations, which are the main facilitators for the many unique properties o f these 
materials. In 2003, an exact numerical method, called Block Elimination method (BE) 
was proposed, which is an exact algorithm that allows the numerical investigation o f the 
random composites at any metal concentrations. This method allows the calculation o f 
the local fields in 2D metal-dielectric composites.
Due to insufficient computational and analytical tools, the optical properties and 
nonlinear phenomena o f three dimensional (3D) inhomogeneous materials are still 
waiting for a complete theoretical description.
This dissertation studies the optical properties of three dimensional random- 
composite materials, which exhibit anomalous phenomena such as giant enhancements of 
optical nonlinearities due to collective excitation of surface plasmons (SPs). This is 
achieved by the introduction o f an efficient and exact numerical method, which can be 
used to calculate not only the effective conductivity of the 3D inhomogeneous metal- 
dielectric composite materials but also the local-field distributions. Based on the data 
generated by the numerical studies, a scaling theory is developed for the higher order- 
field moments, which are responsible for the unique nonlinear optical response of the 
system. Relying on the knowledge gained on the three dimensional (3D) metal-dielectric 
composites, this thesis proposes to integrate metal-dielectric composites in the existing 
thin film solar cells and designs a new type o f solar cell, which we refer to as Surface 
Plasmon Enhanced Solar Cell (SPESC). These studies show that there is a substantial 
improvement in the photon absorption and also in the optimal photovoltaic (PV) 
efficiency o f the SPESC when compared to the bare counterpart. In summary, the body of
this thesis covers the essentials o f surface plasmon physics in three dimensional metal- 
dielectric composites and leads to new applications in solar cells and bio-chemical 
sensors.
1.2 Previous Work
As of late, there has been a rapid growth in the crucial innovative work o f surface 
plasmon based structures and devices. Surface plasmons are aggregate charge oscillations 
that occur at the interface of metals and dielectrics. They can take different forms, 
extending from freely propagating electron density waves along metal surfaces to 
localized electron oscillations on metal nanoparticles (Figure 1-1). Their exceptional 
properties empower an extensive variety o f functional applications, including guiding of 
light and control at the nanoscale, enhanced optical transmission through sub-wavelength 
gaps, high determination optical imaging beneath as far as possible, and enhanced optical 
absorption throughout a broadband spectrum.
Metal nanoparticle
Inverse of electrons on 
surface of metal nanoparticle
Figure 1-1: Schematic showing o f Surface plasmon resonance on a metal particle 
surface.
Well before researchers set out to examine the novel optical properties o f metal 
nanostructures, artists used to employ metal nano-patrticles in ancient glass accessories to
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generate vibrant colors and in stained church window glasses. One o f the most popular 
examples from the antiquity is the Lycurgus cup shown in Figure 1-2. This wonderful 
piece o f art has the property o f changing its color depending on the direction o f light 
illumination. Specifically under ambient illumination the cup appears green but changes 
it color into red if the source o f illumination is positioned inside the cup. Now it is 
understood that this peculiar effect is due to the presence of nano-sized metal particles 
embedded into the glass that predominantly scatter and absorb light in the green part o f 
the spectra. With the development o f the theory o f electromagnetism, the first theoretical 
and experimental studies on surface plasmons were performed at the start o f the twentieth 
century. In the year 1902, Prof. Robert W. Wood observed unique features in the optical 
reflection o f metallic gratings [1]. Around that same time, in 1904, Maxwell Garnett [2] 
explains the splendid vibrant colors o f metal doped glasses by utilizing the then recently 
developed Drude theory o f metals, and the electromagnetic properties of small spheres as 
inferred by Lord Rayleigh. With an end goal to grow further understanding, in 1908, 
Gustav Mie created his now famous theory o f light scattering from spherical particles [3],
Figure 1-2: Lycurgus cup. When light is shone from outside, the cup appears in the 
green color (it has no light coming through the glass). When light is shone through the 
body of the cup, it turns from opaque green to a glowing translucent red [4],
5
Around fifty years later, in 1956, David Pines theoretically depicted the 
characteristic energy losses experienced by fast electrons going through metal foils [5], 
and ascribed these losses to excitations o f collective oscillations o f free electrons in the 
metal. In analogy to prior work on plasma oscillations in gas discharges, he named these 
collective states 'plasmons'. In 1957, Rufus Ritchie published his ground breaking work 
on electron energy losses in thin films, in which it is demonstrated that plasmon modes 
can exist close to the surface o f metals [6], This study represents the first complete 
theoretical depiction o f surface plasmons. A year later, John Joseph Hopfield introduced 
the term "polariton" to describe the coupled oscillations of bound electrons and light 
inside transparent media [7], In 1968, about seventy years after Wood's unique 
perceptions, Ritchie and associates portray the anomalous behavior o f metal gratings, 
regarding surface plasmon resonances energized on the gratings [8], A noteworthy 
development in the investigation of surface plasmons was made in 1968 at the point when 
Andreas Otto, and in addition Erich Kretschmann and Heinz Raether [9], presented 
techniques for the optical excitation o f surface plasmons on metal films, making 
experiments on surface plasmons open to numerous researchers.
The most common technique for the optical excitation of surface plasmons have 
been suggested by the Kretschmann method [9], in which a thin metal film is evaporated 
on top o f a glass prism. Photons from a beam impinging from the glass side at an angle 
greater than the critical angle o f total internal reflection tunnel through the metal film and 
excite surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) at the metal/air interface as shown in Figure 1-3 
(a). Another similar way to excite SPPs using a prism is by adding a second dielectric 
layer that has a dielectric constant of less than that o f the prism, as shown in the
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Figure 1-3 (b). Similar to the Kretschmann configuration, is the Otto configuration [10], 
in which the prism is separated from the metal film by a thin air gap (Figure 1-3 (c)).
Total internal reflection takes place at the prism/air interface, exciting SPPs via tunneling 
to the air/metal interface. This configuration is preferable when direct contact with the 
metal surface is undesirable. Figure 1-3 (d) depicts the use o f near-field evanescent wave 
excitation o f surface plasmon mode in near-field scanning optical microscope (Near-field 
Scanning Optical Microscopy, NSOM) probe (Fiber Tip). Such technique is used by 
structurally varying the surface o f a metal-dielectric interface, which makes it possible to 
resonantly couple the incident light with surface plasmon polaritons, which the process 
can also be used to enhance the optical transmission through the probe’s apertures, which 
are much smaller than the incident wavelength. This mechanism is similar to Otto 
configuration (Figure 1-3 (c)), but only allowed under the probe localized excitation. A 
common way to launch SPPs with a set wave vector is through the use o f metal grating, 
as shown in Figure 1-3 (e) or if  one seeks broad excitation using localized imperfection 
on the metal surfaces, for instance metal nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 1-3 (f).
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Figure 1-3: Excitation o f surface plasmon mode using different techniques (a) 
Kretschmann configuration; (b) double Kretschmann configuration (c) Otto 
configuration; (d) NSOM probe excitation; (e) a periodic grating structure excitation; (f) 
excitation at the metal surface irregularities[ 11],
In the seventies, the experimental excitation and theoretical treatment o f SPPs on 
metal dielectric interfaces were a well-established discipline, referred to as plasmonics; 
however at the time there was little work on metal nanoparticles and composites. In 1970, 
over sixty years after Garnett's work on the bright colors o f the metal doped glasses, Uwe 
Kreibig and Diminish Zacharias performed the first study in which they compared the 
electronic and optical responses o f gold and silver nanoparticles [12], In their work, for 
the first time, they were able to portray the optical response o f metal nanoparticles in 
terms of excitation o f localized surface plasmons (LSPs). As the field kept on developing 
and the significance o f the coupling between the oscillating electrons and the 
electromagnetic field turn out to be more evident, Stephen Cunningham and co-workers 
introduced the presently used terms to identify the propagating surface plasmon states:
i.e., surface plasmon-polariton (SPP) in 1974 [13].
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Another disclosure in the territory of metal based optics happens in that same 
year, when Martin Fleischmann and his team observed strong Raman scattering from 
pyridine molecules in the region o f roughened silver surfaces [14], Their work showed 
that Raman scattering -  an exchange o f energy between photons and sub-atomic 
vibrations -  was enhanced by the strong electromagnetic fields in close proximity to the 
rough silver surfaces, an effect facilitated by excitation o f localized surface plasmons 
(LSPs). This experimental observation prompted the development o f the now well 
established discipline o f Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS). All these 
disclosures have set the stage for the present surge in surface plasmon nanophotonics.
By now it has been realized that, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are 
electromagnetic excitations propagating at the interface between a dielectric and a 
conductor, evanescently confined in direction perpendicular to the interface. The SPPs have 
been also considered in configuration similar to photonic crystals, i.e. dielectric materials 
with periodic arrangements o f scattering elements, such as holes imprinted inside a 
dielectric host. In a photonic crystal, both the size and the periodicity of the index 
modulations are o f the order o f the wavelength X in the material. In the SPP analogue, a 
metal surface is imprinted with a periodic arrangement of surface protrusions or recesses.
In contrast to photonic crystals, when the size and the periodicity o f the scattering elements 
are significantly smaller than X, there is an equally intriguing possibility for designing 
artificial materials with a controlled photonic response called metamaterials. Therefore, 
because of the SPPs sub-wavelength characteristics, periodic or semi-periodic 
arrangements o f metal and dielectric elements may serve the purpose o f creating new 
artificial optical materials, in analogy to atoms in conventional materials found in nature.
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Since the sub-wavelength scale the electric and magnetic fields are essentially decoupled, 
e(ct>) and /i(<u) can often be controlled independently by the use o f appropriately shaped 
inclusions. The corrugated, perfectly-conducting surfaces are an example o f a metamaterial 
with an engineered electric response, e((o). Such an interface can be described as an 
effective medium, with a plasma frequency a)p controlled by the geometry. Metamaterials 
designs that may allow engineering of both e(co) and fi(co) has been recently suggested to 
developed unique material that can manifest a negative refractive index n =  y/jle < 0 
within pre-set frequency range.
In 1967, Vector Veselago provided the theoretical background behind the materials 
with negative index o f refraction (NIR) showing that such materials can be created if e and 
H are simultaneously negative [15][16], He also showed that having such a material will 
result in changes o f the laws of optics. Specifically, Veselago claimed that materials with 
NIR would not violate the laws o f physics but would provide unusual phenomenon such as 
reversed Snell’s law and Doppler shifts [ 15][ 17]. However, Veselago’s work was ignored 
because no material with e <  0 and jx < 0 exist in nature. Indeed, while there are many 
naturaly existing materials that can show broad-band negative permittivity (metals), there is 
no naturally existing material that possesses a negative permeability [16],
The first designed metamaterial with simultaneously negative permittivity and 
permeability was proposed by Pendry in 1999[7]. The Pendry design consists o f periodic 
metallic thin wires with a lattice constant much smaller than the wavelength o f light to 
provide a negative permittivity (e <  0) and negative permeability (fx <  0), but this 
structure had a limited magnetic moment [7], Later, he introduced a split ring resonator 
(SRR) in tandem with lattice o f paralell metallic wires to enhance the magnetic moment of
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the structure. One of the most famous applications o f the metamaterials is in the possibility 
to create a perfect lens with resolution surpassing the conventional diffraction limit. In 
2000, Pendry [18] proposed such a superlens based on NIM (with n =  -1 ) ,  which can be 
realized at microwave frequencies. In 2000, Smith and his group combined SRR and 
metallic wire made of copper to show negative index of refraction. This structure 
manifested a negative index of refraction at 4.8 GHz, with the effect demonstrated through 
direct transmission measurements [18], The first experiment that demonstrated negative 
refraction at microwave frequency was performed by Shelby et. al. in 2001. [19][20]. This 
design relied on split ring resonators (SRR) to achieve negative permeability and wire 
stripes centered on the SRRs to provide a negative permittivity. The first three dimensional 
bulk NIM with centimeter sizes was fabricated in 2003 [21] [22], This structure showed a 
negative index o f refraction by using Snell’s law experiment and numerical simulation. The 
experimental results were found to be in agreement with the numerical simulations. In 
2004, Smith and his collogues [23] fabricated the first THz NIMs by shrinking the size of 
SRR to a few micrometers. Shrinking the size o f the resonator allowed obtaining a negative 
permeability at higher frequency. Using three different sizes o f SRRs negative permeability 
was observed in the frequency range 0.8 to 1 THz.
Linden and his group fabricated a single ring resonator made of copper by reducing 
the size o f the ring to nanometer sizes and futher up-shifting the resonant frequency up to 
100 THz[25], To have a magnetic response at optical frequencies, however, one needs to 
dramatically shrink the sizes o f the SRRs, which is not currently feasible due to the 
complex geometry and the need to make the gaps in the SRR in the order o f a few 
nanometers. To overcome this problem, Sarychev et. al. [26] proposed a different concept
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based only on pairs o f metal nanowires, which shows negative refraction index at near- 
infrared (NIR) frequencies. However, due to the necessity for top down micro- 
manufacturing and high intrinsic losses the nanowire system is not applicable for 
development o f bulk (multilayer) EMMs.
Following an identical design Shalaev et.al. [27] experimentally demonstrated the 
first optical metamaterial with NIR. The proposed structure consists of parallel metal 
nanorods separated by a dielectric material as a unit cell. This structure showed an effective 
permeability at 200 THz. Only recently, in 2008, did the first true bulks NIM based on 
alternative layers o f silver and magnesium fluoride in the form of a fishnet structures as it 
is shown in Figure 1-4, was successfully developed and tested showing direct evidence of 
negative refraction at optical frequencies [28],
Figure 1-4: Fishnet type bulk negative index materials in the optical range [28] (a) 
Diagram of 21 layer fishnet structure and (b) SEM image of the fishnet structure.
In 2011, Choi et al [29] designed a metamaterial that extremely bends the light in 
opposite directions compared to the naturally existing materials. This structure showed a 
very high negative refractive index over a broad band of THz frequencies.
A separate approach toward negative index of refraction is based on anisotropic 
dielectric materials. In 2007, Hoffman [30][31] and his group fabricated a three 
dimensional anisotropic semiconductors metamaterial. The authors use semiconductors to
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reduce the losses and simplify the fabrication. One of the most fascinating features o f this 
design is that it provides negative refraction for transversal magnetic (TM) field for all 
incident angles at mid- infrared frequencies, while the transversal electrical (TE) field has 
a positive index o f refraction.
J. Yao and his coauthors at the University o f California, Berkeley observed 
negative refraction at optical frequencies for a bulk metamaterial consisting o f silver 
nanorods embedded in alumina template [32]. The separation distance between the rods 
was set to be much smaller than the wavelength o f impinging light. Shining a laser beam 
at different angles demonstrates a negative refraction for TM polarized light, while TE 
polarized light undergoes a positive refraction.
Finally, it must be emphasized that controlling light on scales much smaller than 
the light wavelength can be achieved by excitation o f SPPs, owing to their unique optical 
properties described above. SPPs exhibit potential applications in subwavelength optics 
(e.g. waveguides and sources), near-field optics, SERS, data storage, solar cells, chemical 
sensors, and biosensors [33, 34],
In summary, it is now well understood that surface plasmons excitations in metal 
particles embedded in a host dielectric media are associated with resonant collective 
electron oscillations because o f the displacement of free electrons from their equilibrium 
position in the nano particles, leading to induced by the external field polarization; this 
polarization in turn, results in restoring force that causes electron oscillations. When the 
particles are embedded in a host medium, and when they can form objects o f complex 
geometry, such as fractals, self-affine films, and percolation metal-dielectric films, the 
light-induced oscillating dipoles o f different particles interact with each other, forming
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collective optical excitations o f the whole system. These oscillations span broad spectral 
range covering optical and infrared (IR) frequencies and are manifested through 
electromagnetic energy localization in small spatial regions, “hot spots”.
The problem under consideration in this thesis is how the collective optical 
response of a complex random system of metal nanoparticles can be expressed in terms 
o f the optical properties o f individual particles that are known. In other words, it is 
imperative to better understand how the global morphology (i.e. geometry) o f a 
nanostructured random medium affects its collective optical response. Historically, a 
number o f effective-medium theories have been proposed to describe the optical 
properties o f random films, including the Maxwell-Gamett [2] and Bruggeman [35] 
approaches and their various modifications. These theories assume that the 
electromagnetic properties o f the composites can be homogenized and do not take 
interactions between the particles into consideration. The renormalization group method 
[36, 37] is also widely used to calculate the effective dielectric response o f two- 
dimensional percolating films near the percolation threshold. However, none o f these 
theories allows for studies o f the local field fluctuations and the relevant optical effects 
resulting from these fluctuations. High efficiency algorithms have been also proposed to 
determine exactly the composite’s effective conductivity, such as the Frank-Lobb method 
[38], and the transfer matrix method [39], but they could not provide an insight into the 
fluctuating nature o f the local-fields. Although Zekri-Bouamrane-Zekri (ZBZ) suggested 
a substitution method [40] to calculate the local-field distributions, the results were 
somehow contradictory to other theoretical and experimental data. Finally, in 2003, an 
exact algorithm was proposed that allows the numerical investigation o f random two
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dimensional (2D) composites at arbitrary metal volume fractions [41], This method, 
referred to as block elimination (BE), allows the exact calculation of the local fields and 
related macroscopic quantities.
1.3 Significance of this Work
The available published work does not address the problem of surface plasmions 
oscillations in three dimensional metal-dielectric composites. This dissertation work 
studies the electromagnetic response o f random media in three dimensions (3D) by 
developing new numerical codes and relevant analytical theory. As a practical application 
the developed theory is utilized to provide a functional characterization and optimization 
o f a novel surface plasmon enhanced solar cell (SPESC). The specific contributions o f 
this dissertation are:
1. Develop a comprehensive, highly efficient numerical model referred to as 
Block Elimination Method (BEM) to tackle the problem of light interaction 
with large scale, highly inhomogeneous, bulk (3D) media.
2. Develop a parallel code, which implements the BEM by utilizing multi core 
processing and packages such as MPI.
3. Study for a first time the local electric response o f the random metal-dielectric 
films in three dimensions (3D), including sampling of the exact local field 
distribution functions and the effective conductivity of the media.
4. Demonstrate the nature o f surface plasmon (SP) localization for a first time in 
the 3D case.
5. Developing a scaling theory for the higher order-field moments, which are 
responsible for the nonlinear optical response of the random system.
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6. Design a new type o f solar cell, here referred to as Surface Plasmon Enhanced 
Solar Cell (SPESC), and estimate its optical and total electrical efficiency.
The work done for this dissertation has contributed to the following publications: 
Geometrical phase transition and local field moments in metal-dielectric composite media 
[42], Semi continuous metal dielectric composites in thin-film silicon solar cell [43], and 
Analytical Model o f Thin-Film Silicon Solar Cell [44],
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The remainder o f the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an 
overview of the electromagnetic properties o f metal-dielectric composites. It also 
presents the Block Elimination methods and a comprehensive study o f the local field 
fluctuations present in the random composites through sampling o f the relevant intensity 
distribution functions near and away from percolation and for frequencies across the 
optical frequency range. Chapter 3 obtains accurate estimates of the scaling exponents 
related to the composite effective conductivity and correlation length. A scaling 
analytical theory is developed for the higher order local field moments and shown to be 
in excellent agreement with the numerical simulations. Chapter 4 provides an effective 
approach to couple the electromagnetic response o f metal-dielectric composite to enhance 
light absorption, photocurrent generation, and therefore, the quantum efficiency of 
inorganic/organic semiconductor photovoltaic/photodetector devices. Chapter 5 provides 
the concluding remarks.
CHAPTER 2
LOCAL FIELD DISTRIBUTION IN METAL-DIELECTRIC
COMPOSITES
In this chapter we study nano-structured random-composite materials, which 
exhibit anomalous phenomena such as giant enhancements o f optical nonlinearities due to 
collective excitation o f surface plasmons (SPs). We introduce an efficient and exact 
numerical method for calculation o f the effective conductivity and local-field distributions 
in 3D inhomogeneous metal-dielectric composite materials.
2.1 Introduction
The optical properties o f metal-dielectric composites are unique when compared to 
the constituent bulk metal and dielectric components [45,46]. For example, anomalous 
absorption and extinction that occur in visible and infrared spectral ranges do not take place 
in bulk metal or dielectric. Such a broad spectral response is only possible at metal 
concentrations close to the percolation threshold where, according to the percolation theory 
[47], fractal clusters with arbitrary sizes and shapes are present in the composite. For metal 
concentrations below percolation threshold, the interaction o f the composites with the 
incident electromagnetic field is weak, and the composites becomes semi-transparent for 
frequencies that are away from the single particle plasmon resonance.
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The random composites are binary metal-dielectric substrates, usually nano­
manufactures based on laser ablation and sputtering of metal targets. These nano-structured 
composite materials are o f significant practical interest because they can lead to dramatic 
enhancement o f linear and nonlinear optical processes across broad spectral range, 
including the visible and infrared parts o f the spectrum. In particular, percolation metal- 
dielectric films can be employed for surface-enhanced spectroscopy with unsurpassed 
sensitivity, and for developing optical elements, such as optical switches and efficient 
optical filters, with transparency windows that can be induced by local photo-modification 
o f the composite films.
2.2 Semi-Continuous Metai Films
Semi-continuous films also referred as random metal-dielectric films, form a large 
class o f random media with high potential for various applications in optics bio and 
chemical sensing and optoelectronics. These films can be fabricated by thermal 
evaporation or sputtering o f metal onto an insulating substrate (Figure 2-1). As the film 
grows, the surface filling factor o f the metal particles sitting on the dielectric substrate 
increases, resulting in metal coalescence into irregularly shaped clusters o f various sizes. 
At the percolation threshold the size o f the metal clusters diverges, resulting in the 
formation of a continuous conducting path (spanning cluster) across the entire sample. As 
a result, the composite undergoes a geometrical metal-dielectric phase transition. The 
spanning (backbone) cluster is self-similar or fractal in nature. The concept o f self­
similarity plays an important role in explaining various properties of the percolation 
systems, including its broadband AC response [49, 50], At higher surface coverage, the
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film is mostly metallic, with voids o f irregular shape. With further coverage increase, the 
film recovers the bulk metal response.
• V* ♦ i > •. . .  • • •y •*
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percolation
Figure 2-1: Inhomogeneous metal film consisting o f nanometer in size metal particles 
and clusters deposited on dielectric surface [48],
The optical properties o f the percolating metal-dielectric films demonstrate 
anomalous phenomena that are absent in the bulk metal and dielectric components. The 
anomalous absorption in the near-infrared spectral range for critical metal concentrations 
(percolation) has been demonstrated in numerous experimental studies [57-59]. This also 
leads to unusual behavior o f the transmittance and reflectance of the film. Typically, the 
transmittance is much higher than in continuous metal films, whereas the reflectance is 
much lower [49-51]. As the interaction of incident radiation with the percolation system 
is very sensitive to the micro- and macroscopic topology o f the films, the films transport 
and optical properties are dependent on an extremely large network o f conducting 
channels. The direct result is a broadband optical response characterized with localization
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of the local field in the weak points o f the channels, resulting in much larger nonlinear 
susceptibilities at zero and finite frequencies compared to the bare component materials 
[52],
Nonlinear electrical and optical properties o f percolating metal-dielectric 
composites have attracted much attention in recent years [52], The distinguishing feature 
o f random media, namely the enhancement o f the optical nonlinearities in its 
components, was recognized very early on and nonlinear conductivities have been 
studied intensively in the last few decades [51, 52].
For composite materials containing metal particles with negative real and small 
imaginary parts o f the dielectric constant, the local field fluctuations can be strongly 
enhanced in the optical and infrared spectral ranges. The local field enhancement (Figure 
2-2) is due to excitation o f surface plasmon resonances in clusters o f  metallic granules 
[51-55], The strong localization (fluctuations) o f the local electric fields leads to 
enhancement o f various nonlinear effects. As such, percolation composites are o f high 
practical importance as prospective media to provide intensity-dependent dielectric 
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Figure 2-2: Metal-dielectric thin films support morphology dependent surface 
plasmon (SP) resonances that are characterized by highly enhanced local field 
moments over very wide frequency range [55].
2.3 Surface Plamons in Random  Metal-Dielectric Composites
In the optical spectral range, where the frequency co is much larger than the 
relaxation rate <or =  r _1, a semi-continuous metal film can be understood as a three- 
dimensional RLC  network [51, 56, 57], The capacitance C is due to the gaps between 
metal grains filled by dielectric material with a dielectric constant ed. The inductive R-L 
elements represent the metallic grains. The bulk metal permittivity is well described by 
the Drude model: Eq. (2.1)
where, eb is a contribution to em due to interband transitions, cop is the plasma frequency, 
and coT =  t —1 «  o)p is the relaxation rate. In the high-frequency range considered here, 
losses in metal grain are small, i.e. coT «  co. Therefore, the real part o f the metal-dielectric 
function is much larger in magnitude than the imaginary part, and it is negative for 
frequencies co less that the “renormalized” plasma frequency defined as cop =  cop/y[eb.
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Thus, the metal conductivity is almost purely imaginary and metal grains can be, as 
mentioned above, thought of as R-L elements, with the active component much smaller 
than the reactive one. Note that this R-L-C  analogy is only to be used for illustrative 
purposes; the studies outlined below are general and do not rely on any approximations.
It can be shown that in the quasi-static case the effective conductivity/permittivity 
o f the random two dimensional binary percolating composites (p =  pc), is given as £e = 
yjEd^m [57]. If we neglect metal losses and for frequencies smaller than the renormalized 
plasma frequency cop, the metal-dielectric constant £m is real and negative. If we also 
neglect possible small losses in the dielectric substrate, assuming that £d is real and 
positive. As stated above, ecis purely imaginary for a> < S)p. Therefore, a film consisting 
o f loss-free metal and dielectric grains is reflective for o) < aip and transparent for (o > 
6)p. In our studies we consider the former case. The strong reflectance o f the films is 
facilitated by rearrangement o f the conduction electrons in the metal, which expels the 
incident radiation. This results in strong local energy localization in the dielectric gaps. 
For near loss-free films, the electromagnetic energy stored in the system can be very 
large. Indeed for noble metals in the optical and near-infrared spectral ranges coT «  cj 
one can anticipate very strong field fluctuations and giant enhancement o f optical 
nonlinearities [52].
2.4 Numerical Methods
It can be shown that in the quasi-static case the effective conductivity/permittivity 
of the random two dimensional binary percolating composites (p =  pc), is given as E e  =  
yjEd^m [57]. If we neglect metal losses and for frequencies smaller than the renormalized
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plasma frequency 5 p, the metal-dielectric constant £m is real and negative. If we also 
neglect possible small losses in the dielectric substrate, assuming that £d is real and 
positive. As stated above, eeis purely imaginary for co <  <Sp. Therefore, a film consisting 
o f loss-free metal and dielectric grains is reflective for co < Sip and transparent for co >  
aip. In our studies we consider the former case. The strong reflectance o f the films is 
facilitated by rearrangement o f the conduction electrons in the metal, which expels the 
incident radiation. This results in strong local energy localization in the dielectric gaps. 
For near loss-free films, the electromagnetic energy stored in the system can be very 
large. Indeed for noble metals in the optical and near-infrared spectral ranges cor «  co 
one can anticipate very strong field fluctuations and giant enhancement o f optical 
nonlinearities [52].
2.4.1 Block Elimination Method in 3D
In this section we provide a short introduction to the Block Elimination (BE) 
method, which is used to study the local electric response o f random metal-dielectric 
films in three dimensions (3D). We consider composites o f metal particles with 
characteristic sizes much smaller than the wavelength o f illumination. Under such 
restrictions, one can neglect retardation effects and seek a solution for the local potential 
in the quasi-static approximation. Assuming time-harmonic fields, currents and charge 
densities o f the form e~lU)t, we can write the Gauss law V ■ [e(r, co)E(r, co) ] =  p ( f ,  co) 
in terms of a complex valued conductivity/permeability o f the composite. The procedure 
relies on substituting the charge density through the charge conservation p(r , co) =
—(i/co)V • j(r ,co ), where/  =  oc(r, co)£(r, co) is the conduction current density, oc and £  
are the local conductivity and electric field, respectively. The generalized KirchhofF law,
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which now includes both the displacement and conduction currents and is characterized 
by a complex valued conductivity a  = - icoe* =  oc -  icoe, is thus written as:
V ■ [ a ( r ( co)Vcp{f, *>)] =  V ■ [a{f, co)E0], Eq. 2-2
where we have split the local electric field E(r, co) = E0 -  Vcp{r, co) into a fluctuating 
and constant (applied) field components. In the optical and infrared spectral range, the 
metal components can be modeled using a complex valued conductivity given by the 
Drude model a  =  —icoe0 — cop/(co2 +  uocdT)], where, eb is a contribution due to the 
lattice electrons, e0 is the permittivity o f free space, cop is the plasma frequency, and 
cor «  (Op is the relaxation rate. As discussed in the preceding section in the high- 
frequency range, considered here, losses in metals are small, i.e. coT «  co. Therefore, the 
metal permittivity is predominantly real valued and negative for frequencies less that the 
“renormalized” plasma frequency cop =  copI ^ T b. Thus, the metal-dielectric composites 
can be considered as a random RLC  circuit network with the metal components described 
by RL elements while the dielectric host is represented by distributed capacitances [53,
54, 55], This immediately leads to the conclusion that for optical and infrared frequencies 
the composites should manifest RLC resonances and excitations o f charge density states, 
i.e. surface plasmons (SPs). Since the capacitance o f the dielectric gaps and the 
inductance o f the metal clusters are proportional to the characteristic length scale (C~l 
and L~l),  the expected resonance frequencies should scale as coR = 1/V LC~1//.
Because o f metal volume fractions close to the percolation threshold, the composite 
materials are fractal in nature and clusters with arbitrary sizes and shapes and because 
they are present in the composites [67], a broad frequency response is expected. This 
phenomenon is well documented for planar semi-continuous metal films and is best
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manifested at percolation through broad absorption spectra [22, 52, 66, 67], While the 
RLC model can provide a qualitative understanding o f the system response a quantitative 
description o f the problem is required.
Here, we solve Eq. (2.2) by implementing a finite difference (FD) scheme and 
discretize the local potential on a cubic lattice with size L. Each lattice site is connected to 
its nearest neighbors through six bonds, each prescribed a metal om or insulator ad 
complex conductivity with probability p and 1 -  p, respectively (Figure 2-3). The 
resulting generalized Kirchhoff s equations take a discrete form as shown in Eq. (2.3):
where the bracket [ i j ,  k] indicates summation of the local currents along bonds 
connecting a lattice site {i,j, k]  with its nearest neighbors, and the index s =  [x, y, z )  
identifies the three polarization directions.
The system o f Eqs. (2.3), can be written in short form as f l  • $  = J0, where /? is 
the L3 x I? KirchhofFs matrix, while the vectors 4> and / 0 consist of the local potentials 
and externally induced local currents, respectively. The Kirchhoff s matrix is a 
symmetric sparse random matrix with diagonal elements given by the sum Hpp =
Xs£[i,y.fcj aijk ° f  all hond conductivities afjk , connecting the {i,j, k } site with its nearest 
neighbors, with the matrix’s diagonal indexes given as p =  i + (J -  1 )L +  (fc -  1)L2.
The off-diagonal elements of the Kirchhoff s matrix are related to the individual 
bond conductivities and are given as Hp p+1 =  Hpp+L =  - a f jk and Hp p + L 2 =
—crfik- The system of equations (Eq. 2.3) is solved using the BE procedure [19], which 
here has been extended in the 3D case. The BE method relies on reducing the Kirchhoff
Eq. 2-3
s [tjjc] s [i .m
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matrix into 3L separate block matrices each of size L2 x  L2. The elimination procedure is 
then formulated with respect to this set o f sub-matrices reducing the operational memory 
requirement from 0(L9) to 0(L5). The total number o f operations required to obtain a 
solution is also reduced to 0 (L 7), which compares favorably with the 0(L 9) operations 





Figure 2-3: (a) The metal-dielectric composite is modeled as a random R-L-C network 
distributed on a cubic lattice, (b) The local electric potential at a particular site i is 
related to the potentials along conducting paths spanning the entire composites (green 
dots).
Under this labeling, the KH matrix B  acquires a block type structure and for L = 5 
is written as:
h(u) hl,2) 0 0
h(2x) h(22) h{23) 0 0
0 hxn) fr 33) h™ 0
0 0 h(m fr 44) jj(«>
A(M) 0 0 £(m> A(,5)
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where are L2 x  L2 diagonal matrices, with the off-diagonal matrices =  h^ik\ k  =£ 
/) connecting the k-th layer with the l-th layer and vice versa. The matrices in the right 
upper and left bottom comers o f the KH are due to the periodical boundary conditions. For 
large sizes L , the majority o f the block matrices hS1̂  are effectively zero and applying 
Gaussian elimination will be a very inefficient way to solve the problem. In feet, in a 
process of elimination o f all block elements below the only matrix elements that will
change are h (12), h^15\  h (21), h^22\  and h (55). Thus, to eliminate the first block 
column o f the KH we can instead work with the following 2L2 x 2L2 block matrix:
r h{U) h(l2) h il 
hm) h i22) 0
h™  0 A(55)
V  J
Eq. 2-5
To eliminate all elements below the diagonal in the first block column of matrix 
we apply a standard Gaussian elimination procedure, whereby using the diagonal 
elements o f the block matrix Ĥ 11̂ into a triangle matrix and simultaneously
eliminate h^21 ,̂ h^51\  After the first step o f the block elimination is completed, the matrix 
R  has the following form:
H il) =
*0 1) h'(n) 0 0
0 f r in A<2,) 0 A(2S)
0 h(,2) A(33) h ° 4) 0
0 0 h(4i) h(44) A(45)
0 A,52) 0 h04>
Eq. 2-6
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whereby the asterisk superscript we denote all blocks that have changed in the elimination 
process. The two new block elements &(25)and /i(52) appear due to the interactions o f the 
first row with the second and fifth rows, respectively.
In the next step of the matric elimination, we again apply the above described 
procedure for the minor o f the matrix therefore we work again with a 21? x 
2 L2 matrix:
'£•<»> hiU) />(25)'
S <2) = /j<32) h0i) 0 Eq. 2-7
A(52)\ 0 A*(55) J
Repeating with S^2\  all the operations we performed on we put h*^22) in a 
bock upper triangular configuration by eliminating h^32) and, h^52\  We continue this 
procedure until the entire KH is converted into triangular form, with all the elements 
below the diagonal being zero. The backward substitution for a triangular matrix is 
straightforward; namely, we obtain first the site potentials in the L-th row (the fifth row, 
in our example) and then, by calculating the potentials, in the (L-I)-th row, and so on, 
until the potentials in all rows are obtained.
Note that the block elimination procedure, similarly to the Gaussian elimination, is 
numerically exact and well suited for parallel computing. Due to the random nature o f the 
problem to acquire good statistics, such as in calculating the effective conductivity o f the 
composite, one needs to perform a large number o f separate calculations for different 
realizations o f the composite microstructure. In the studies that follow, we use a simple 
multi-processor version of the code based on the Single Process Multiple Data (SPMD) 
technique. This parallelization technique involves simultaneous use o f multiple processors
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sharing input/output data with a single parent processor using Message Passing Interface 
(MPI) commands.
A typical example o f simulation outputs is shown in Figure 2-4, where the local 
intensity fluctuations at two different lattice planes are calculated for two different 
wavelengths. Similarly to the two-dimensional case, investigated elsewhere [19, 45-48], 
we observe strong energy localization and broad frequency response, consistent with the 
RLC model. The fluctuating electric field intensities at the “hot spots” can surpass the 
incident field intensity by factors higher than 103. The spatial separation of the local peaks, 
as well as their absolute magnitudes, are found to increase with the wavelength, which is 
again consistent with the size dependent scaling o f the resonance frequencies predicted by 
the RLC model.
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Figure 2-4: The spatial distribution o f the local field intensity calculated for a random 
metal-dielectric composite with size L =  100 and metal volume fractions p =  0.25. In 
the calculations we consider two different illumination wavelengths (a), (b) A =  414nm  
and (c), (d) A =  800nm . The local intensity distributions are sampled at two horizontal 
planes within the composite (a), (c) vertical layer H = 40 and (b), (d) and vertical layer 
H = 60. In the calculations we consider a silver with parameters. eb =  5.0, u)p =  9.1eV 
and (or = 0.021eV  ; for the glass substrate, we used £d = 2.2.
2.5 Local Field Distribution Function
An important characteristic o f the metal-insulator composites is the fluctuating
nature o f the local electric fields. This phenomenon can be studied through the local
intensity distribution function (LIDF), which is sampled in terms o f the local field intensity
2 2
fluctuations I = \S  — S 0\ /|f?o| > where £0 is the applied field. The LIDFs for a 
silver/glass composite were calculated for three different incident wavelengths and are 
shown in Figure 2-4. We observe exponentially broad intensity distributions whose width
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increases with the incident wavelength and intensity enhancements factors that reach 
exceedingly high values. The LIDFs can be described well with the log-normal function:
', ( 0 = ^ k exp
(ln (/) -  <ln(/)> ) 2
Eq. 2-8
2<r2
where <ln(/)) is the average logarithmic value of the local field intensity fluctuations, and 
a  is the standard deviation. The occurrence o f exponentially broad intensity distributions 
is a footprint o f the underlying de-localization o f surface plasmon modes, as well as the 
composite’s structural morphology. Indeed, if  we consider the phenomenological RLC  
model, which predicts the size o f the resonating clusters to increase with the wavelength, 
then it immediately follows that the hot spots will spread out and the local field intensities 
will span a large range o f values. Hence, the LIDF is expected to broaden for higher 
wavelength which is precisely what is observed in Figure 2-5(a).
The broadening o f the distributions and the exceedingly large values o f the field 
enhancement for larger wavelengths can also be understood by considering the following 
limiting case. The highest local intensity is achieved for a system consisting o f a single 
insulating planar layer sandwiched in an otherwise metallic sample. For such a 
configuration, the maximum field intensity is located within the insulating layer and 
considering the continuity o f the electric field across the metal-insulator boundary, and the 
applied incident field E0, it is easy to obtain that E =  amE0/( q  am +  (1 -  q ) ad), where 
q is the volume fraction of the insulating planar layer.
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Figure 2-5: Local intensity distribution functions calculated for (a) three different 
wavelengths at p =  pc: •  A =  414nm , ■ A =  800nm  , o A =  1500nm. Inset: 
Maximum field intensity calculated at different wavelengths, where the solid 
represents the maximum limit o f local field enhancement calculated from Eq. (10) and 
dotted line represents the maximum local field intensities obtained from the numerical 
calculations, (b) at the single particle surface plasmon resonance (A = 414nm ), for 
different metal volume fractions: o Single Dipole, •  p =  10-4 , □ p =  10~3, *  p =  
10~2, C p =  10-1 . In the calculations the metal is silver with eb =  5.0, a )p  =  9.1eV  
and (oT =  0.02 le V , and the dielectric is glass, ed =  2.2. The composite size is set at 
L = 60 and 20 distinct random realizations are used for improved statistics.
For a given incident wavelength the electric field achieved a maximum for a system 
configuration with layer volume fraction q = qc = od/{  od -  o ^ ) , which gives the 
limiting maximum value of the fluctuating local field enhancement as:
max
If we consider the Drude model o f the metal conductivity, see previous section, it 
follows that lmax < W p/( ed<oa)r) 2, where ed =  iad/(u)e0), is the relative permittivity of 
the insulating layer. In the percolating samples, and as the wavelength increases, the 
maximum value o f the local fluctuating field is thus expected to increase. However, the 
number of hotspots will decreases as evident from the calculated LIDF in Figure 2-5(a).
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Our numerical results, see insert in Figure 2-5(a), shows that indeed Eq. (2.9) is an upper 
bound of the local fluctuating field intensity of the metal-insulating composite.
A change in the local-intensity distribution is also observed for metal volume 
fractious deviating from the percolation threshold. This effect is shown in Figure 2-5(b) 
where a set o f LIDFs are obtained at the single particle SP resonance wavelength A =  
414nm . With the decrease in the metal volume fraction, we observe dramatic change from 
a log-normal into a power-law distribution. This is due to transition from strongly coupled 
dipole-dipole system at the percolation threshold to a randomly distributed sparse 
configuration of non-interacting dipoles for small volume fractions. In three-dimensions, a 
single dipole placed at the center o f the co-ordinate system induces an electric field with 
intensity /d (r )  oc l / | r | 6, where f  is the radial vector from the center o f the particle. The 
expected single-dipole distribution function can be obtained to scale with the filed intensity 
as Pd( 0  — /  8{l ~  Id ( f))d V  «  /~ 3//2, where S is the Dirac delta function. The analytical 
result is consistent with the numerically obtained distribution (see Figure2-5(b)) except for 
very low intensities, where fringe effects due to the cubic geometry o f the numerically 
simulated system violates the central symmetry approximation used in the analytical 
derivation o f PD(/).
CHAPTER 3
EFFECTIVE PROPERTIES OF RANDOM COMPOSITES
In this chapter, we study the effective (macroscopic) properties of inhomogeneous 
metal-dielectric composites. Moreover, highly accurate estimates o f the effective 
conductivity and correlation length exponents are obtained and found to be in good 
agreement with previous estimates using a very different approach based on Monte Carlo 
simulations. Also, we provide the basis for developing a scaling theory for the higher 
order-field moments, which are responsible for the nonlinear optical response o f the 
system.
3.1 Effective Conductivity
The local conductivity of inhomogeneous metal-dielectric composites depend on 
the light frequency and rapidly varies across the system. When the size o f the composite 
is larger than the maximum size o f the inhomogeneities, an effective conductivity, oe, can 
be introduced. The effective conductivity can be calculated as a weighted average o f the 
local conductivity with respect to the local energy density [73]:
oe(co,p) = — I—? f  a ( f , ( o ) \ i ( f , o ) , p ) \ 2dV, Eq.3-1
• ^ l  1
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where E and E0 are the local and applied electric fields, respectively. As the metal 
volume fraction p  increases a geometrical insulator-metal transition takes place in the 
system. Specifically, the percolation theory predicts that as the metal volume fraction, p 
approaches the percolation threshold, pc the effective conductivity for a two-component 
random mixture will vanish as a power law, i.e. oe~ om(p — pc) t (for p > pc), where t  is 
a critical exponent, which has been calculated previously by many authors and in the 3D 
case is found to be between t  -  1.6[71] and t  =  2.36 [72,73], This critical behavior is 
shown in Figure 3-2 where we have estimated the effective conductivity as function o f 
the volume fraction o f the high conductivity material. In the calculations, we have set a 
significant contrast between the “metal” and “insulator” conductivities om/o A =  1013 so 
we may better illustrate the concept. Note, the numerical calculations do not allow 
simulations o f ideal insulators with zero conductivity. As the volume fraction approaches 
a critical value, i.e. the percolation threshold pc, the effective conductivity experiences a 
critical behavior corresponding to a morphology based metal-dielectric phase transition.
A possible way o f understanding the metal-insulator phase transition is through use of 
mean field approximations.
3.1.1 Maxwell-Gamett Approximation
The Maxwell-Gamett Approximation (MGA)[2] was the earliest attempt to 
provide a quantitative description o f dielectric mixtures; however, it fails to predict the 
critical behavior associated with the metal-insulator phase transition, namely the 
existence o f a percolation threshold. According to the theory the effective conductivity is 
calculated from the relation:
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O g -Q e  ° m - ° d  = Q  Eq. 3-2
°d +  -  ffd) F Od +  ~  ^d)
where <Xrfis the permittivity o f the host-dielectric medium, am permittivity o f the metal 
inclusions and depolarization factor tj.
The effective conductivity o f the composite can be solved explicitly giving:
am -  od p  3 2
a e f f  =  crd +  3 p a d  —-------- -— . J  z
The MGT result is not symmetrical with respect to the exchange of ad and om. 
MGT can only be justified for small filling fractions, as shown in Figure 3-1, and it 
cannot depict or explain the critical behavior o f conductivity (Figure 3-2).
Figure 3-1: Geometry o f the composite with metal inclusions o f permittivity om 
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Figure 3-2: Effective conductivity obtained using the Maxwell-Gamett approximation 
effective medium theory (EMT) with depolarization factor T} = 1/3.
However, the MGT result is rather simple and highly accurate for small factions 
o f inclusions, usually for p <  0.05.
3.1.2 Brugge man’s Effective Medium Theory
The Bruggeman’s Effective Medium Theory (EMT)[35], treats all constituents on 
an equal basis and is believed to better describe the binary mixtures at the percolation 
threshold:
° e  +  V ~  Oe)
(7w (Jp
+  U  -  p) — r 1 7— -— r  =  0,
° e  + POd -  ° e )
Eq. 3-4
where 0 <  rj < 1 is a depolarization factor, which depends on the shape of the metal 
inclusions. The effective conductivity can be obtained by simplifying Eq. 3.4 and is given
as:
° e f f  - 2 ( 1 - p )
1/2
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where a  =  pam +  (1 -  v)°d  Specifically, it is visible that for small concentrations we 
observe a finite range o f frequencies where the real part o f the effective conductivity is 
not negligible. This region corresponds to the frequency band where localized surface 
plasmons can be excited. At percolation, this frequency band grows and now spans from 
zero frequency up to the surface plasmon frequency o>sp =  o)p/y /eb +  2ed. At 
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Figure 3-3: Effective conductivity o f silver-glass composite for (a) p  =  0.1, (b) at 
percolation p  =  1 /3  and (c) for p  =  0.9. The solid blue and red lines corespond to 
the real and imaginary parts of the conductivity, respectively. For comparison, we 
have also included the conductivity (with dashed lines) o f bulk silver.
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The Bruggeman’s EMT predicts a metal-insulator phase transition at a critical 
volume fraction (percolation threshold) equal to the depolarization factor p fMr =  p. This
where 6 is the step function. This limiting case shows that according to the EMT the 
transition is described with a critical exponent t = 1 regardless o f the dimensionality of 
the problem, which contradicts observations [72, 73]. Furthermore, in the 3D case and 
assuming spherical inclusions, the EMT predicts a percolation threshold p f MT =  p =  
1/3 . This is substantially higher compared to the critical volume fraction for common 
percolation models, such as bond percolation with pc «  0.2488 [74] and site percolation 
with pc & 0.3116 [75]. This discrepancy is not surprising since it is well known that the 
percolation threshold is not a universal parameter but depends on the composite 
formation physics and the nature o f the constituents. One may attempt to modify the 
EMT result by adjusting the depolarization factor to match the proper threshold for a 
given percolation model, i.e. p = pc. This may provide for a somehow similar behavior 
(the adjusted EMT is also included in Figure 3-4 with dashed line); however it will 
violate the proper behavior for small metal volume fractions and still will not give the 
correct critical exponent for the effective conductivity in close proximity to the 
percolation threshold.
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Figure 3-4: Effective conductivity ae o f a three-dimensional (3D) composite with 
size L =  40 as function o f the volume fraction p for the high conductivity constituent. 
Inset: a close inspection o f the effective conductivity obtained at lower metal volume 
fractions.
In the calculations we set the “metal” and “insulator” conductivities at crm =  1 
and ad =  10-13, respectively, and average the system conductivity over 60 distinct 
random realizations.
3.2 Critical Exponents
To better understand the metal-insulator phase transition, and, specifically, the 
critical behavior at the percolation threshold, one instead relies on the finite-size scaling 
theory [71, 76]. According to the theory, as the metal volume fraction approaches the 
percolation threshold, the correlation length, or the size o f the largest metal cluster in the 
composite, diverges as £ ~ (p  -  pc) _v [77], where v  is a critical exponent. 
Correspondingly, continuous metal paths form within the system, facilitating the 
conduction o f electrical current. For small systems with sizes L «  f , the effective 
conductivity depends on L and scales as a power law, a e(L)~AL- t /v[63], For L »  £, the 
system is homogeneous and the conductivity is independent on system size. Based on
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these two limiting cases, the finite-size scaling theory predicts a general dependence for 
the effective conductivity given as [79]:
ae( Z 0 ~ l - " 7 ( z V v ( p - p e)) ,  Eq. 3-6
where /  is a universal function independent on the percolation model and satisfying the 
condition / ( 0) =£ 0.
A common approach toward determining the scaling exponents, and, in particular, 
the ratio t /v ,  is to calculate the effective conductivity o f the composite at the percolation 
threshold. However, this approach requires a good estimate for pc. The current best 
estimate o f the bond percolation threshold in 3D has been obtained by Lorenz and Ziff 
using Monte Carlo simulations, pc = 0.2488126 ±  0.0000005 [74]. Based on this 
value, and using the BE method, we have obtained the effective conductivity as function 
o f the system size L. Our results are shown in Figure 3-5(a). In order to improve the 
statistics for each size L, we have performed a large number o f distinct random 
realizations o f the composites. For statistical consistency we have set the number o f 
realizations for each system size such that we maintain a constant total volume used in 
the averaging process outlined by Eq. (3 .1). Applying a standard x 2 analysis o f the 
numerical data, we have obtained an estimate for the ratio o f the critical exponents t /v  =  
2.28 ±  0.04. This result is in a good agreement with previous estimates, t /v  =  2.2 ±  0.1 
o f Derrida, et. al. [78], t /v  =  2.26 ±  0.04 o f Normand and Herrmann [79], t /v  =
2.276 ±  0.012 o f Gingold and Lobb [80], and t /v  =  2.305 ±  0.15 of Clerc et al. [81], 
Using the correlation length critical exponent v =  0.88 ±  0.01 [73, 81], we can also 
indirectly deduce the conductivity critical exponent as t  =  2.02 ±  0.05.
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The obtained estimates for the scaling exponent ratio t /v  allows us to directly 
map the universal scaling function Eq. (3.6). A set o f calculations have been performed 
for various system sizes and metal volume fractions in proximity to pc. The obtained 
effective conductivities are then collapsed on a single universal curve by multiplying with 
the size dependent factor L~t/v and plotting with respect to the compound parameter x  = 
ApcL1/,v. The results are shown in Figure 3-5(b). The universal function follows power 
law behaviors close to the percolation threshold as:
n x ) = m + \ A/ : s p > P c , E<*-37JK I J V J  ̂B x - S <  ,
P < P c
with two independent critical exponents t  and s. A * 2analysis have been performed to fit 
the data (see insert in Figure 3-5(b)) and estimate the critical exponents t  =  2.01 ±  0.03, 
s  =  0.76 ±  0.02 along with coefficients A =  10 ±  0.05, B = 1.1 ±  0.04. To the best of 
our knowledge, this is the first time that both exponents are independently obtained 
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Figure 3-5: (a) Effective conductivity of three-dimensional (3D) random metal- 
insulator composite at the percolation threshold p =  pc =  0.2488126 and as a function 
o f the system size L. (b) The effective conductivity o f composites with different sizes is 
collapsed onto a single universal function / ,  (see. Eq. (3.7)), when calculated vs. the 
compound parameter x  =  ApcL1//u =  (p — pc)Ll lv. In the insert, the power law 
behavior o f the universal function in close proximity to the percolation threshold is 
examined.
In the above calculations, the number o f realizations for each system size nr (L) is 
chosen such that the total system volume that in being averaged over is maintained 
constant n r (L)L3 =  5 x  106, enforcing the statistical condition that each data point is to 
be estimated with the same number o f distinct fluctuating field terms used in the 
averaging process outlined by Eq. (3.1). A sufficient contrast between the “metal” and 
“insulator” conductivities cxm/crd =  1013 is chosen in order to map the entire range o f 
effective conductivities for all system sizes under consideration.
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3.3 Higher Order Field Moments-Scaling Exponents
Giant enhancement o f optical responses in a random medium including a metal 
component, such as metal nanocomposites and metal rough thin films consisting of small 
nanometer-sized particles or roughness features, is associated with optical excitation of 
surface plasmons that are collective electromagnetic modes and strongly depend on the 
geometrical structure of the medium. Nanocomposites and rough thin films are, typically, 
characterized by fractal geometry, where collective optical excitations, such as surface 
plasmons, tend to be localized in small nm-sized areas, namely hot spots [45], Thus, in 
fractals collective plasmon oscillations are strongly affected by the fractal morphology, 
leading to the existence o f hot and cold spots (i.e. areas o f high and low local fields). 
Local enhancements in the hot spots can exceed the average surface enhancement by 
many orders o f magnitude because the local electric peaks are spatially separated by 
distances much larger than the peak sizes. The spatial distribution o f these high-field 
regions is very sensitive to the frequency and polarization of the applied field [82-92]. 
The positions o f the hot spots change chaotically with change in the frequency and/or 
polarization. This is similar to speckle patterns created by laser light scattered from a 
rough surface, with the important difference being that the scale-size for the fractal 
clusters facilitated surface plasmons hot spots are in the nanometer range rather than in 
the micrometer range encountered for photons.
Because o f the random character o f fractal surfaces, the high local fields 
associated with the hot spots entail strong spatial field fluctuations. Since a nonlinear 
optical process is proportional to the local fields raised to a power greater than one, the 
resulting enhancement associated with the fluctuation fields (i.e. with the hot spot) can be
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extremely large. In a sense, we can say that enhancement o f optical nonlinearities is 
especially large in fractals because o f very strong field fluctuations. Large fluctuations of 
local electromagnetic fields on a metal surface of inhomogeneous metal media result in a 
number o f enhanced optical effects. A well-known effect is the surface-enhanced Raman 
scattering (SERS) by molecules adsorbed on a rough metal surface, e.g. in aggregated 
colloid particles [93-95],
Since local filed fluctuations in random media are crucial in forming the nonlinear 
response, mean-field approaches to study these effects are not applicable. As we have 
already shown above, the local field fluctuations are especially pronounced in the optical 
and infrared spectral ranges for a composite material containing metal particles with 
negative real and small imaginary parts o f the dielectric constant. These phenomenons 
have been also reported by a number o f experimental and theoretical studies [82, 51,96- 
98]. Possible applications include bio-sensing, nonlinear optical switches, filters, and 
bistable elements.
To quantify the nonlinear response o f the inhomogeneous composites, one uses 
the ensemble/volume averaged moments o f the local fields [52]:
The field moment [52], M2km represents a nonlinear process in which k  photons 
are annihilated and k + m  photons are added to the continuum [99, 100], For instance, 
the enhancement o f Kerr optical nonlinearity is proportional to M2 2, the surface 
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is represented by M4 0, and third harmonic generation
2
enhancement is given by |M03| .
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In the case of non-interactive metal particles immersed in a dielectric medium, the 
surface plasmon resonance occurs when am =  - 2ad, and it can be investigated using a 
dimensionless set o f complex value conductivities ad =  —i and am = 2i + k ,  where k  is 
a small real conductivity that corresponds to the losses in the metal consituents. In this 
particular case, K irchoffs Hamiltonian (see Eq [2.3]) can be written as R  = R' + itcR", 
where the mR"(K «  1) represents the losses in the system. It must be noted that R'  has a 
form similar to the tight-binding Hamiltonians encountered in the studies o f charge 
transport in disordered atomic systems. This is the well-known Anderson localization 
problem in quantum mechanics. The distinction is that in the case o f surface Plasmons, 
the Kirchhoffs matric has correlated diagonal and off diagonal disorder. The correlations 
are due to the local current conservation, which results in dramatic changes in the nature 
o f the SP localization when compared to the discrete non-correlated Anderson analog, i.e. 
the localization-delocalization transition for the electromagnetic response o f the 
composite material.
In 2000, Sarychev and Shalaev [28], starting from the single particle resonance 
case and relying on the Anderson analogy in quantum mechanics, developed a scaling 
theory for the local field moments in percolating metal-insulator composites. In their 
approach, the local potential <p(r) is expanded over the SP eignestates ¥/n o f R ' ; then 
the problem of finding the local field distribution in the system is reduced to the solution 
o f the surface plasmon eigenproblem through the Kirchoff Hamitonian, R'Wn = 
a 2AnV/n =  An*Pn, where a  is the size o f the metal particles and An are the non- 
dimensional eigenvalues. The term proportional to the losses IkR " can be treated as a 
perturbation. By expanding the fluctuating potential over the eigenstates of the
unperturbed Kirchhoffs Hamiltonian <p = E n ^ n ^n  > it is straightforward to obtain a 
liner system of equations for the expansion coefficients:
(An + iKHn n ) A n + iK ^  Hn m Am = £ n, Eq. 3-9
m*n
where Hnm = (V/n |/ /" | '/ /m), and S n = (V/n |£ ) is the projection o f the external field on 
the eigenstate Wn. In the zero order o f the approximation we can obtain the expansion 
coefficients as =  £ n/(A n +  i/c//nn). The fluctuating part o f the local field is then 
given by:
M ? )  =  - M f )  = -  Y  T— W„( r ) .  Eq 3- ,#
*n A n  +  l K n n,n
The spatially averaged local field intensity over the entire system then follows as
< |f tf> |2> =  <12/  +  4 | 2> =  ( l ^ l 2) +  2g0 ■ (S, )  +  ( | ^ | 2)
Eq. 3-11
=  |^ |2  | y  £ n£ m < ^ n (r)  ^ m ( r ) )
0 z d  +  iKH n .n ) {h m  ~  
where we have used that fluctuation condition (Ef) =  0 and V is the system volume. 
Introducing the surface plasmon density o f states (DOS) p(A) =  E n £(A -  An), we can 
transform the summation into integration:
m 2)
Eq. 3-12
. * .2 f f  p(A)p(A ')£(A)£*(A,) ( ^ ( f ,  A) • A'))dAdA'
1 o| + JJ (A +  iicH(A))(A' -  iicH(A'))
where a is the size o f the metal particle, d is the dimensionality. The eigenfunctions are 
transformed according to Vn(r) -* W(r, A) and %n(f)  -* ^ ( f ,  A'), while the matric
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elements are Hn n -> H(A) and and //m m -* H(A'). Similarly, the projection operators on 
the external electric fields are £n -* 8(A)  and £m -» £(A '). If the SPP eigenstates are 
localized with localization length f  (A), we can also estimate ( W i r ,  A) • ¥*?*(?, A')) «  
a 2 S(A  -  A ') / f2(A) and £(A) *  E0(^ (A ) /a )d^z~1. This allows us to write the 
expectation value o f the system averaged local field intensity enhancement as:
where we use that H (A) is o f the order o f unity. Analogously we can also obtain a 
general result for the expectation values o f the higher order field moments as:
If the surface plasmon states are strongly localized (Anderson localization) with 
f f ( A ) / a  »  1, with non-singular density o f states p (A), it is easy to perform the 
integration leading to power law dependence o f the field moments with respect to the 
dissipation parameter M n ~ K ~ X n ,  with an e x p o n en t^  =  n  — 1. This is the original result 
obtained by Sarychev and Shalaev [52], which, as just argued, was based on the 
assumption o f a strong, Anderson type o f localization for the surface plasmon modes. 
However, in 20001 Stockman et al. argued that the SPs are predominantly delocalized 
and it is the delocalized modes that play the main role in the interactions with the external 
illumination [80]. Finally, Genov et a l  have demonstrated that the role of these 
delocalized modes is more subtle as it dramatically depends on the size o f the system 
[102]. Specifically, the measure o f the delocalized states in the spectra (the ratio between
P (A )({ / (A )/a ) Eq. 3-13
p ( A ) U ,( A ) /a ) Eq. 3-14
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the numbers o f delocalized states to the total number o f states) has been shown to 
exponentially decrease with the system size in two-dimensional composites. However, 
despite the zero measure, the delocalized states still affect the optical properties o f the 
composite by modifying the critical indices.
Here, we expand the modified scaling theory for the local field moments [102] for 
three-dimensional composites. Specifically, assuming a power-law delocalization for 
both SPs density of states p (A )~ |A |—y and localization length (A) ~ |A |-tr we obtain 
the higher-order field moments:
Mn ~ K -*", Eq. 3-15
where Xn = (n ~  1)(1 -  2 a )  +  y  + a { d  -  2) is a positive scaling exponent that 
dependends on the dimensionality d  of the composite and delocalization exponents y ,  a ,  
for strong localization and absence o f singularities in the SP density of state and 
localization length ( y  =  a  = 0). However, the field moments have been validated in the 
2D case earlier [81], using the BE methods, and by directly solving the inherent 
eigenproblem giving the finite delocalization exponents a  »  y  = 0.14. Here, we study 
the field moment in the 3D case. In the numerical calculations, we consider percolating 
(p  =  pc) metal-insulator composites by varying the dissipation factor in the range k  G 
10-1 — 10-3 . Our results are shown in Figure 3-6(a). In accordance to the scaling theory 
Eq. (3.15), the higher order field moments are found to follow a power law dependence 
on the dissipation parameter k .  For each field moment, Mn a x 2 analysis have been 
performed to fit the data and obtain an estimate o f the field exponent Xn• Finally the 
obtained exponents, shown in Figure 3-6(b), are used to estimate the SP delocalization 
exponents, giving a  = 0.18 ±  0.02 and y  =  0.08 ±  0.02. This is the first time that these
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critical exponents have been estimated. It also must be noted that in the 3D case, and 
within the statistical error, the exponent for the localization length is given as a  =  1/2 — 
v / ( t  + s ), where t, s, v  are the critical exponents o f the static conductivity, dielectric 
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Figure 3-6:(a) The electric high order field moments Mn as function o f the dissipation 
factor K.(b) The expected field moments exponents are numerically estimated and fitted 
to the theoretical result Xn = (n ~  1)(1 -  2a)  + y  + a, giving an estimate for the SP 
density o f states and localization length exponents a  and y, respectively. In all 
calculations the lattice size was fixed at L =  60 and 20 realizations o f the random 
geometry were used to improved statistics.
Using Eq. (3.15) we can also extend the theory to describe the field moments for 
frequencies spanning the optical and near-infrared spectral range. This is accomplished 
through renormalization o f the system by dividing it in cubes with size lr = 
a(\Em\/Ed)V/('t+S\  and renormalizing the electric field £ m~ (fr /a ) E ^  and hot spots 
separation length as £~£e(*r/a ) [52,102], The field moments then follows as:
Eq. 3-16
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where ^  =  (s +  v (n  -  2) ) / ( t  +  s) and the scaling relationship n ( /r ) oc ( lr/ a ) s for the 
number o f peaks in each segment has been used.
The higher order local-field moments at frequencies above the single particle 
resonance, as predicted by Eq. (3.16), and estimated using the block elimination method, 
are compared in Figure 3-7. Clearly there is an excellent correlation between numerical 
simulations and theoretical results. In both cases the field moments initially increase with 
the incident wavelength, reaching a maximum value and then gradually decreasing as a 
power law. For intermediate frequencies (op > a) »  o»T, the optimal frequency can be 
obtained from Eq. (3.17)
0)n  =  (Dp
N
Xn -  2tin Eq. 3-17
3*n  '
and accordingly, the maximum field moments can be estimated as we obtain that for the
^n+Xn
rZi ,Xn
= m m  -  ( ^ f  ( | f  ( l + ^ } , .  ( £ f . *.• « •V £d ) \ ( D j J
H t )
For instance, the cross-section for Raman scattering is expected to scale as 
,max = 105 in 3D random nanocomposites, which is lower than what is expected in 
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Figure 3-7: The local-field moments Mn 0 (dots) are calculated with the exact numerical 
method (BE) and compared to the analytical results with exponents a  =  0.18 ±  0.02 
and y = 0 08 ±  0.02 (lines).We used t  =  2.02, s =  0.76 and v =  0.88 from this work 
and previous estimates [63] [77], In the calculations, we used lattice size o f L = 60 and 
have averaged the field moments over 20 realizations.
CHAPTER 4
SEMI-CONTINUOUS METAL-DIELECTRIC COMPOSITES IN 
THIN FILM SOLAR CELLS
In this chapter we propose and study an efficient solution to a persistent problem 
preventing the mass adoption o f thin film solar cells for commercial use, namely the low 
power conversion efficiency. A primary factor in the low efficiency is the insufficient 
light absorption by the very thin active material. Through analytical modeling, we present 
here a method to enhance the absorption and efficiency of organic/inorganic 
semiconductor thin film solar cells through the integration of a thin inhomogeneous 
metal-dielectric composite (MDC) electrode at the interface between a transparent 
electrode and the active photovoltaic (PV) layer. Through numerical simulations, we 
show that surface plasmons become excited within the fractal MDC across an extremely 
broad range of optical frequencies, trapping incoming light and ensuring the optimal 
absorption of light in the solar cell. An analytical model is also developed to estimate the 
current-voltage (IV) -characteristics o f the device. The model provides the geometrical 
charcateristics o f the cell optimizing power convergence efficiency. These results can be 
used to guide the design of a prototype.
4.1 Introduction
While the world’s energy needs are growing, the current primary sources o f energy, 
such as those based on fossil fuel, are depleting and have detrimental effects on the
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environment [104], These competing trends demand the utilization o f novel sources of 
energy such as solar, wind, etc. Optoelectronic devices, such as solar cells and 
photodetectors, are the main sources to harness solar energy. The two major methods for 
conversion of sun light into electrical current are based on photovoltaic and photo-emissive 
processes. Photovoltaic devices can use a p-n junction to directly transfer the photon energy 
into current and can operate at low quantum efficiencies [105-108]. Many commercially 
available solar cells contain either toxic elements (arsenic, cadmium) or very rare metals, 
such as platinum. Manufacturing o f inorganic solar cells requires fabrication processes 
with high temperatures; thus, the energy consumption for the fabrication for these cells is 
high. Polymer-based solar cells are promising, but their comparatively low efficiency and 
stability are a drawback.
Up to 80% of the cost for the current generation of inorganic solar cells is due to 
the active substrate (a semiconductor material) production cost. In an attempt to lower 
costs, manufacturers have significantly reduced the amount o f active layer through the use 
o f thin films (less than 1 microns in thickness) or through the use o f inexpensive organic 
active materials. However, such reduction in active layer thickness typically results in 
decreased efficiency. Accordingly, there is a continuing need to develop a thin film solar 
cell technology that provides increased efficiency while reducing the amount of the 
photovoltaic material utilized.
In general, either organic (polymer) or inorganic (Si) materials are used as active 
layers in solar cells. However, silicon is dominantly used in solar cell because of its high 
efficiency, non-toxicity, abundance in nature, long-term stability, and well established
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technology [108, 109], Despite being a relatively well developed technology, the power 
conversion efficiency o f silicon solar cell is still below 25% [110].
Overall there are two main directions toward achieving high solar cells efficiency: 
(i) increase o f the photon density o f states (DOS) within the active medium and use of 
broadband, high intrinsic absorption materials, and (/'/) increase the optimal thickness o f 
the active layer. The active layer o f a solar cell must be thick enough to ensure sufficient 
absorption of incident photons, but it also must be thin in order to ensure efficient charge 
extraction. To obtain the optimal thickness o f the active layer, at which maximum light 
absorption and maximum charge extraction occurs, it is important to understand the 
behavior o f charge carriers under different wavelengths and spatial conditions.
In this work we present an effective approach to enhance light absorption, 
photocurrent generation, and therefore the quantum efficiency o f organic and inorganic 
semiconductor photovoltaic/photodetector devices. We have integrated a thin, 
inhomogeneous metal-dielectric composite (MDC) (<20nm) sputtered below, or at the 
percolation threshold, between the active layer and the indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrode, 
which improves light absorption in the active layer through the surface plasmon 
phenomenon. In section 4.2, we discuss the coupling o f the electromagnetic response of 
the MDC with the active layer, and investigate the optical characteristics of the solar cell 
for different geometrical configuration by varying both the thickness o f the active layer 
and metal concentration in MDC. We observed a substantial improvement in absorption 
when compared with the bare (without the MDC layer) organic/inorganic semiconductor 
solar cells. In section 4.3, we implement an analytical IV model for the charge carriers and 
current flow through the device, Ashish et.al. [ 111 ]. By implementing a constant generation
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rate (valid for thin cells) we obtained the optimal quantum efficiency o f the 
organic/inorganic solar cells as a function o f the active layer thickness and metal 
concentration of MDC.
4.2 Modeling
The inhomogeneous metal-dielectric composites are plasmonic nano-materials that 
have unique geometrical and optical properties, which are not inherent to the constituent 
metal/dielectric substrates, but result from complex electromagnetic many-body 
interactions. Under electromagnetic illumination, they exhibit energy localization and huge 
enhancement of the local field intensities, which corresponds to the excitation o f localized 
surface plasmon (SP) modes, with intrinsic density of states (DOS) far surpassing that of 
the incident light [56,66, 102], At critical metal concentrations (pc), the random films are 
inhomogeneous in nature and are composed o f fractal nanostructures on all length-scales. 
Thus for any incident wavelength, resonating clusters exist in the composite, providing a 
broad frequency response and anomalous optical properties including extraordinary 
absorption, which is observed both theoretically and experimentally [112-114],
Metal nano-particles have recently been proposed to enhance the optical absorption 
in thin-film solar cells [115]. In 2007 Pillai et. a l ,  demonstrated enhanced 
photoluminescence for crystalline silicon solar cells in the near-infrared spectral range 
[116]. Periodic array of Ag strips on a silica-coated Si film have been proposed to provide 
strong coupling between the SP modes and active super-layer [ 117], Various PV efficiency 
enhancement techniques based on light trapping and surface plasmon resonance has been 
also developed for thin film solar cell [118-119], However, the spectral range o f operation 
of these devices was rather narrow (~ 100nm) subsequently, not allowing efficient
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utilization o f the solar spectra. Nanophotonic techniques [120-121] are very effective for 
the light trapping since they provide flexibility to control the flow of light on the scale of 
several 100 nm to a few micrometers, which is best suited for thin film solar cells [122], 
Despite the progress, the transformative effect o f the exceedingly large SP DOS on the 
solar cell performance has not been fully utilized. This is due to a lack o f understanding 
for the fundamental processes facilitating the SP excitation and localization in the metal- 
dielectric composites in the 3D case and the evanescent coupling between the SP and the 
active media. In this work, we implement the Block elimination (BE) method developed in 
this thesis work, which allows for the calculation o f the local electromagnetic response of 
the 3D metal-dielectric composites, and which serves as an enhancement layer for the solar 
cell. In the process, we have incorporated the knowledge gained o f the electromagnetic 
field interactions with highly inhomogeneous media, three dimensional (3D) metal- 
dielectric composites, and designed this new type of solar cell, which we refer to as Surface 
Plasmon Enhanced Solar Cell (SPESC).
Here, we model SPESCs using both organic (polymer) and inorganic 
semiconducting active layers. One embodiment provides a solar cell composition, 
comprising a Glass/ITO/SPb/MDC/Al or Glass/ITO/MDC/SPb/Al multilayer stack 
encompassing a glass substrate, transparent electrode (ITO), a semiconductor polymer 
blend (SPb), such as a poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl):l-(3-methoxycarbonyl) propyl-1- 
phenyl [6,6]-methanofullerene (P3HT:PCBM), metal composite electrode (MDC), and 
transition or post-transition metal contact, such as Aluminum (Al). The MDC electrode is 
in direct contact with the active layer and having a metal concentration that can vary from 
10-60% but is predominantly below percolation.
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Another embodiment provides a photovoltaic cell composition, comprising a 
SiC>2(Al)/MDC/IS/ZnO/Al multilayer stacks encompassing a glass substrate (SiCh -  
transparent contact electrode), an inorganic semiconductor (IS), such as single crystal 
silicon c-Si or hydrogenated amorphous silicon a-Si:H, a metal-dielectric composite 
electrode (M DC)-zinc oxide (ZnO) will act as a buffer layer and help to effectively collect 
charge carriers and a second transition or post-transition metal contact, such as Aluminum 
(Al). The MDC electrode is in direct contact with the active layer and has a metal 
concentration that can vary from 10-60%, but is predominantly below percolation.
The described thin film solar cell configurations are depicted in Figure 4-1. The 
devices consist of six functional layers: transparent glass substrate, transparent anode (T- 
electrode, ITO), MDC electrode, optically active organic/inorganic semiconductor layer, 
Zinc Oxide (ZnO), and reflecting layer (R-electrode (cathode), Aluminum). The incident 
light approaches from the transparent substrate i.e. the ITO side. The active media is the 
organic semiconducting material (P3HT:PCBM) or inorganic semiconducting material 
(single crystal silicon c-Si or hydrogenated amorphous silicon a-Si:H). A thin (< 20 nm) 
MDC electrode layer is considered as a part o f either cathode or anode electrode for 
additional efficiency enhancement.
Figure 4-1: Basic layout of plasmonically enhanced photovoltaic device. Illumination 
is through a transparent electrode (ITO) with MDC on top o f active layer.
In the implementation of the MDC layer, we considered silver being the metal 
constituent and the dielectric is either a P3HT:PCBM for organic solar cell geometry or 
c-Si or a-Si:H for the inorganic devices. The light reaching the MDC electrode excites SP 
resonances that trap the electromagnetic radiation for characteristic times -200 fs. Thus, 
the MDC acts as light concentrator, without utilizing actual concentrator based external 
superstructures, which usually come with increased solar cell surface area. Furthermore, 
at metal concentrations close to the percolation, the SPs are excited over an extremely 
broad frequency range with an average photon density in close proximity to the MDC 
electrode surpassing the incident light intensity by four orders o f magnitude (Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-2: The spatial distribution o f the local field intensity calculated for a random 
metal-dielectric composite with metal volume fractions p =  0.3. In the calculations we 
consider two different illumination wavelengths (a) X =  414nm  and (b) X =  800nm , 
metal as Silver and dielectric as Si.
The excitation o f the surface plasmons (SP) in the metal films traps the light at the 
nano-scale, which then is absorbed in the adjacent active layer. As a result, the incident 
radiation is absorbed in the active layer with higher efficiency. The effect o f the SP on 
the active layer absorption is modeled with the effective medium theory with the 
effective permittivity o f the active layer given as:
where a is the thickness o f the metal composite, d  is the thickness o f active layer (AL), 
£'al(w) e"al((o) are real and imaginary parts of the permittivity o f the bare active
layer, and M2io(r, <u) is the local field moment, which are obtained by ensemble, 
averaging over the composite the local fields intensity enhancement \E(r, o>)|2/
parametric plot o f the expected enhancement o f the complex part of the active layer 




\E0(f ,  o>)|2; E0 is incident field and r  is the position vector. In Figure 4-3, we present a
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performed using the BE method. The data clearly shows dramatic enhancement o f the 
absorption in the vicinity o f the MDC for incident light wavelength higher than the single 
particle SP resonance (at 515nm), The enhancement is most pronounce at the percolation 
threshold, which for the sputtered single layer metal films (used in experiments) is at 
about 60% of metal.
e e n h a n c e m e n t  (%)
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Figure 4-3: Enhancement o f complex part o f effective permittivity (metal as silver and 
dielectric as Silicon) o f the active layer when compared to the bare silicon permittivity, 
which leads to anomalous absorption over a wide frequency range.
Once obtained, the effective permittivity o f the active layer can be used to 
calculate light absorption in the active layer. This is done by implementing the net 
radiation method (NRM) [123] for the segmented cell (Figure 4-4). The fractional 
absorption within the active layer is calculated by considering all four radiation fluxes:
St,i =  $1,2 = riSi,i +  tjSi 3 4_2
Si,3 =  îSi+1,2 S('4  =  r j S i  3 +
defined at each functional layer labeled i = 1 ... N, r, and t t, are the reflection and 
transmission coefficients o f each interface, respectively. The above system o f 4N 
coupled equations are solved using standard numerical procedure (LU elimination) with
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the added conditions Slfl =  1 and SN 3 = 1 (no irradiance reaches the cell from the top). 
The absorption coefficients within the layers are then given as =  SiA -  S(+11 + 
5i+12 -  5( 3, and the absorption factor A = f  Aa(a))u((o)daj within the active layer (t = 
a) will be obtained as a weighted average over the solar spectra u(co).
t1 ^Glass 8 ito 8 MDC % 8 ZnO eA,
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Figure 4-4: Optical model o f the solar cell with stack o f layers of different thickness 
and dielectric constants. The black and red arrows indicate the transmission and 
reflection of light within the layers respectively. Illumination is through a transparent 
electrode (ITO) with MDC on top o f active layer.
The optical efficiency measures the amount o f photons absorbed by the active 
layer with respect to the total electromagnetic energy incident on the film, and it is given 
by as:
Vo
(1 -  R) J "  j4 (w ,^ )  u(a))d(D Eq. 4-3
f o u((u)da>
where R is the reflection coefficient at the glass (front) interface. Optimization is 
performed by varying the active layer thickness and inclusion of a MDC electrode layer, 
which improves the effective absorption coefficient.
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4.2.1 SPESC Based on Organic Active Laver
First, we study the optical efficiency of SPESC comprised of




Figure 4-5: Basic layout of plasmonically enhanced photovoltaic device with 
Si02/IT0 /MDC/P3HT:PCBM/Al. Illumination is through a transparent electrode (ITO) 
with MDC on top o f active layer.
Using the developed BE code, coupled with the net radiation method (NRM) we 
seek to obtain the fundamental limit o f the power conversion efficiency o f the solar cell 
as function o f the active layer (P3HT:PCBM) thickness and MDC metal concentration 
that is depicted in Figure 4-6 ( a ) . The incident light illumination is from the Glass side 
and Silver (Ag) that is sputtered to form the MDC at different metal concentrations. The 
numerical simulations show well pronounced maxima and minima for the expected 
optical absorption in the active layer. The maxima correspond to the different order of 
Fabry-Perot resonances facilitated by the cavity formed by the front transparent electrode 
and the back Alumina electrode. Figure 4-6 (b) is similar to Figure 4-6 (a) and depicts the 
fundamental limit o f the power conversion efficiency enhancement in percentage due to 
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Figure 4-6: Optical efficiency o f Si02/IT0 /MDC/P3HT:PCBM/Al solar cell as function 
o f the active layer (P3HT:PCBM) thickness and MDC metal concentration. A 20nm MDC 
is applied for all calculations.
The colored areas correspond to parametric conditions where the incorporation o f 
the MCE is beneficial. While the efficiency enhancement due to the MDC layer becomes 
more pronounce as one shrinks the active layer thickness, the optical efficiency decreases 
and one needs to achieve a proper trade o ff  From Figure 4-6 (a) and Figure 4-6 (b), the 
optimal efficiency is found for metal concentration o f between about 20% and about 50% 
and an active layer thickness o f about 50nm and about lOOnm and metal concentration of 
between about 10% and about 40%, and an active layer thickness o f about 180nm and 
about 250nm nm. The maximum optical efficiency o f 24% is achieved for active layer 
thickness o f 80nm and metal concentration o f 41%. This efficiency is 37% higher 
compared to the benchmark device and is entirely due to the energy localization and light 
absorption facilitated by the MDC.
As a second example, we consider an inverted design with respect to the one 
depicted in Figure 4-5, where the MDC layer is now sandwiched between the Aluminum 
electrode and the active layer. The fundamental limit of the power conversion efficiency
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o f this Si02/IT0 /P3HT:PCBM/MDC/Al solar cell as function of the active layer 
(P3HT:PCBM) thickness and MDC metal concentration is shown in Figure 4-7 (a). The 
incident light illumination is again from the Glass (SiCh) side, and Silver (Ag) is 
sputtered to form the MDC at different metal concentrations. Figure 4-7 (b) is similar to 
Figure 4-7 (a) and depicts the fundamental limit o f the power conversion efficiency 
enhancement in percentage due to the incorporation of the MDC and with respect to the 
benchmark S i02/IT0/P3HT:PCBM/Al device.
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Figure 4-7: Optical efficiency of Si02/IT0 /P3HT:PCBM/MDC/Al solar cell as function 
of the active layer (P3HT:PCBM) thickness and MDC metal concentration. A 20nm 
MDC is applied for all calculations.
The colored areas correspond to parametric conditions where the incorporation of 
the MDC is beneficial. In Figure 4-7 (a) and Figure 4.7 (b), the optimal efficiency is at a 
metal concentration of between about 20% and about 60% and an active layer thickness 
o f about 80nm and about 140nm and metal concentration o f between about 10% and 
about 60% and an active layer thickness o f about 200nm and about 300nm. Clearly, in 
this design the optimal performance is achieved for thicker cells (thickness 250nm), and,
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accordingly, the enhancement provided by the MDC is smaller (-15%) compared to the 
preceding design.
Now we consider an inorganic semiconductor (c-Si or a-Si:H) as active layer with 
MDC on the top o f the active layer as shown in Figure 4-8.
Figure 4-8: Basic layout o f plasmonically enhanced photovoltaic device with 
SiOi/ITO/MDC/c-Sz (a-S/:H) /ZnO/Al. Illumination is through a transparent electrode 
(ITO) with MDC on top o f active layer.
The fundamental limit o f the power conversion efficiency o f a SiCh/MCE/c- 
Si/ZnO/Al solar cell as function o f the active layer (single crystal silicon, c-Si) thickness 
and MCE metal concentration is depicted in Figure 4-9 (a). The incident light 
illumination is from the Glass (SiC>2) side and Gold (Au) is sputtered to form the MCE at 
different metal concentrations. Figure 4-9 (b) is similar to Figure 4-9 (a) and depicts the 
fundamental limit o f the power conversion efficiency enhancement in percentage due to 
the incorporation o f the MDC and with respect to the original SiCh/c-Si/ZnO/Al device. 
The colored areas correspond to parametric conditions where the incorporation o f the 
MDC is beneficial.
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Figure 4-9: Optical efficiency o f Si02/MCE/c-Si/Zn0 /Al solar cell as function o f the 
active layer (crystalline Silicon, c-Si) thickness and MDC metal concentration. A 20nm 
MDC is applied for all calculations.
The optical (absorption) efficiency o f inorganic SPESC and enhancement in 
efficiency when compared to the control inorganic solar cell without MDC are shown in 
Figure 4-9 (b). The improvement in absorption is substantial, and depends on both the 
thickness o f the active layer and metal concentration. Introduction o f the semi-continuous 
metal layer allows development o f rather thin devices (with thickness o f 380nm) that 
operate at the same efficiencies as much thicker control devices (thickness >1 microns).
Figure 4-10 (a) depicts the fundamental limit o f the power conversion efficiency 
of a SiCh/MCE/a-Si: H/ZnO/A1 solar cell as function o f the active layer (hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon, a-Si:H) thickness and MCE metal concentration. The incident light 
illumination is from the Glass (SiCh) side and Gold (Au) is sputtered to form the MCE at 
different metal concentrations. Figure 4-10 (b) is similar to Figure 4-10 (a) and depicts 
the fundamental limit o f the power conversion efficiency enhancement in percentage due 
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Figure 4-10: Optical efficiency of Si02/MCE/a-Si:H/Zn0 /Al solar cell as function of 
the active layer ( amorphous Silicon, a-Si) thickness and MDC metal concentration. A 
20nm MDC is applied for all calculations.
The colored areas correspond to parametric conditions where the incorporation of 
the MCE is beneficial. In Figure 4-10 (a) and Figure 4-10 (b), the highest efficiency is at 
a metal concentration o f between about 10% and about 40% and an active layer thickness 
o f between about 100 and about 700 nm. The best optical solar cell efficiency of 27% is 
achieved for active layer thickness o f as little as 1 lOnm, at which case the enhancement 
provided by the MDC higher than 50%. We must note that the extremely high efficiency 
predicted for extremely thin cells (thickness <20nm) will not translate into an equivalent 
photovoltaic (PV) efficiency due to quenching. Thus, the optical results presented in 
Figure 4 .10(a) and Figure 4 -10(b) should only be thrusted for thicknesses >50nm.
4.3 Generation Rate and O ptim al Photovoltaic (PV) Solar Cell Efficiency
To study the actual photovoltaic (PV) power conversion efficiency we developed 
a simple model, where the general transport equations o f electrons and holes are solved 
analytically, providing the carrier concentration profiles and generation dependent 
electrical current [90],
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For thin-film solar cells, where the device thickness is smaller than the photon 
penetration depth, a homogeneous generation rate can be considered. The generation rate 
can be obtained from the optical model presented in preceding chapter. Using the 
spectrum averaged optical absorption efficiency given by Eq. 4.3, we write the 
homogeneous generation rate for thin-film solar cell as estimated as:
^  ^ _ V o ( d , p ) P 0 E q .4-4
C W p ) -  ( h c / i ) d  ■
where the device thickness is d, the MDC metal concentration is p, and P0 is total
incident optical power (1000 W/m2 for AMI .5 solar radiation). This constant generation
rate is then used to solve the drift-diffusion equations for the electrons and holes in a
crystalline silicon based pn-junction cell. The geometry o f the junction cells is shown in
Figure 4-11:
Light
■ ■ ■ ■ I
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Figure 4-11: Basic device structure o f PN junction silicon solar cell used for modeling.
The n-type depletion region (n-DR), R3 is p-type depletion region (p-DR) and R4 
is p-type quasi neutral region (p-QNR). The transportation o f charge carriers in a silicon 
solar cell is governed by two mechanism, drift and diffusion. The absorption of photons 
within a silicon solar cell increases the number o f free charge carriers, but the 
recombination process annihilate free charge carriers. General transport equations based
n-Region p-Region
R1 R2 R3 R 4
n-QNR n-DR p-DR p-QNR
on drift, diffusion, generation (G) and recombination (R) o f electrons and holes in PN 
junction silicon solar cell are well known [123]:
„ d 2n(x )  d n ( x ) dE(x)  n ,  x A n Eq.4-5
Dn-—fa2~ + lhiE(x).—£ -  + nn.n(x).—i ^ - - R n ( x )  + Gn(x) = 0,
n d 2p(x )  dp(x )  dE(x)  n ,  x  ̂ n Eq. 4-6
"dx^~~ Pp PpP(*) _ dI-----p W  p W  ’
where Dn(Dp) is electron (hole) diffusion coefficient, E  is the internal electric field 
developed in the depletion region, pn (pP) is the mobility o f electron (hole), Rn (Rp) is the 
recombination rate o f electrons (holes) and Gn (Gp) is generation rate o f electrons (holes). 
With the assumption that the electric field exists only in the depletion region (DR) and 
given by Eq. (4.7) and (4.8):
E(x) = - ^ - I (Wn + x )  - W n < x <  0, E<*-4'7
K^nd)
E { x ) = j ^ { W p - x )  0 < x < W p, E* 4-*
where Kt is the thermal voltage, and Lnd(Lpd) is the Debye length o f the electron (hole).
In quais-neutral regions (QNR), electric field vanishes as a result the transport Eqns. (4.5) 




where, the recombination rates, Rn (x)  =  n-p0 and R„(x) =  ■—  — , n p0 is the 
electron minority concentration in the p-QNR, pn0 is the hole minority concentration in 
the n-QNR and tn(tp) is the electron (hole) minority carrier lifetime.
Under constant generation o f electrons and holes, G„ = GP = G, the solutions of 
the electron transport equation in the p-QNR (region R4) and the hole transport equation 
in the n-QNR (region R 1) given by equations (4.11) and (4.12) are:
The solutions o f the electron transport equation in the p-DR (region R3) and the 
hole transport equation in the n-DR (region R2) given by equations (4.13) and (4.14) are:
Eq. 4-11
p(x )  = G.tp + pnQ - e  G.tp + pn0 . Eq. 4-12
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where, D+ is Dawson’s function, Ln(Lp) is the electron (hole) diffusion length. The 
intrinsic boundary conditions for bulk device are used to solve transport equations in the 
QNRs. Where the minority carriers concentrations are assumed to have finite value as 
device thickness tends to reach infinity. These boundary conditions are that n  and p are 
finite as x  = ±oo , p ( - w n) =  pno(eV/Vt ~  l )  and n(wp) =  n p0( e v/Vt -  l ) .  The 
continuity o f carrier concentration profiles and currents are enforced at the boundaries of 
n-QNR, n-DR, p-DR and p-QNR as the boundary conditions to calculate integration
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constants cl , c2 , c3 and c4. Once the analytical expressions o f charge carriers are 
obtained, the simple analytical expression for the current, depending on generation, is 
calculated. The total current is constant at each point within the device. The electron and 
hole currents are calculated at the edge of the depletion regions. The electron current in 
at Wp, the hole current ip a t - Wnand total current itotal are given by equations (4.15), 
(4.16), and (4.17) respectively.
q Dn np0( l  ~ e y0  , „ Eq* 4-15
ifi — . +  q LnG,
Lp
q Dp pno(l -  e Vt)
+ q LpG,
Eq. 4-16
iutal= q. c . ( b  + Eq-4- '7
However, for a thin film solar cell, as the thickness reduces to smaller value, the 
saturation current tends to achieve very high value when these boundary conditions are 
used. This shows that one must be careful while considering thin devices. For such thin 
devices, it is probably more meaningful to consider finite surface recombination velocity 
as boundary condition.
The electron and hole transport equations [123] are solved for homogeneous 
generation rate in quasi neutral regions using surface recombination boundary conditions,
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given in equation (4.18), to obtain generation current j G and saturation current j s shown 
in equation (4.19).
Dndx [n(x)]\x=Xp = - n ( x p)Sn, n (w p) = npQ{evM  -  l )  Eq 4_18 
P(-Wn) = Pno{ev/v< ~  1), Dpdx {p(x)]\x=. Xn = p ( —x n)Sp '
Here, 5n(Sp) is electron (hole) minority carrier surface recombination velocity,
DniPp) is electron (hole) diffusion coefficient, wn(wp) is depletion width o f n-region (p-
region), Vt is thermal voltage, xn(xp) is thickness o f n-region (p-region), and n p0(pn0)
is electron (hole) minority concentration in p-region (n-region).
qn +  tanh -  qnsech
j G = qG(d,m)[  Ln
+ Lp
1 +  q„tanh
qp +  tanh []* ] -  qpsech [ ^ ] '  
l  +  „ t a „ h [ W  /
„ l  +  ^ t a n h f e ]  _  l  +  , ; l t a n h [ ^ ]
Js ~  qSn^pO  r /  i  q^pPnO r t  i .
l  +  ?„ ta n h [ £ ]  1 +  flptanh [ j^ j
Here, qn =  LnSn/D n =  TnSn/ L n, qp =  LpSp/D p =  Tp5p/L p, ln = xn — 
wn, lp = x p -  wp, and Ln = yjxnDn{Lp = J r pDp) is the electron (hole) diffusion length.
The total electrical current from the solar cell can be expressed as:
h = j c + j c . D K - U e V/V’ - 1). E , - 4' 2#
where j G is generation current, j G DR = qwG, is the current contributed by generation in 
depletion region, w being depletion width and q is elementary charge, and j s is saturation
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current. The electrical power is the product o f total current and bias voltage given by P - 
Vjt . Now, the optimal power can be expressed as:
P o v t  = i M 2  -  W [ e A / a  -  vr'leh/JA). E q - 4-21
where W is Lambert W-function and e is the base o f the natural !ogarithm[90]. The 
optimal power from the solar cell is then calculated as a function o f device active layer 
thickness and metal concentration in MDC Figure 4-12 (a).
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Figure 4-12: Optimal efficiency o f Si02/ITO/ MDCE/ Si /ZNO/A1 solar cell as 
function o f the active layer (Silicon, Si) thickness and MDCE metal concentration.
The optimal efficiency is at a metal concentration o f between about 20% and 
about 60% and an active layer thickness o f about 80nm and about 140nm and metal 
concentration of between about 10% and about 60% and an active layer thickness of 
about 200nm and about 300nm. Similar to Figure 4-12 (a), Figure 4-12 (b) depicts the 
optimal power enhancement in percentage due to the incorporation of the MCE and with 
respect to the original SiCh/c-SiiH/ZnO/Al device. The improvement in total power is 
substantial, and depends on both the thickness o f the active layer and metal 
concentration. Introduction o f the semi-continuous metal layer allows development o f
rather thin devices (with thickness o f 100 nm) that operate at the same efficiencies 
much thicker control devices (thickness >1 microns).
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Concluding Rem arks
In this work, we studied the electromagnetic properties o f nano-structured 
random-composite materials, which exhibit anomalous phenomena such as giant 
enhancements o f optical nonlinearities due to collective excitation o f surface plasmons 
(SPs).
We introduced an efficient and exact numerical method for calculation o f the 
conductivity and local-field distributions in 3D inhomogeneous metal-dielectric 
composite materials. Due to the highly demanding run times and operational memory 
requirements in the 3D case, we implemented the Message Passing Interface (MPI) 
protocol to parallelize the Block elimination (BE) method and achieved the desired code 
functionality.
The field distribution, i.e. the solution o f the SP eigenproblem, allowed us to 
study the intrinsic SP modes excited in the composites, which is similar to the 2D case in 
that it follows a non-Gaussian a log-normal function, which explains the metal-dielectric 
phase transition o f the system. Also, we have provided the basis for developing a scaling 
theory for the higher order-field moments, which are responsible for the nonlinear optical
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response o f the system. The developed scaling theory is in excellent agreement with the 
numerical calculations.
As already shown, surface plasmons localization-delocalization transition can 
occur in the ID and 2D cases; here, we studied the nature o f the localization for a first 
time in the 3D case. Highly accurate estimates o f the conductivity and correlation length 
exponents have been obtained and found to be in good agreement with previous 
estimates.
Our data shows distinct evidence o f singularities in the surface plasmon density of 
states and localization length, correlating with results previously obtained for two 
dimensional systems. This leads to the main finding of this work, i . e. a delocalization of 
surface plasmon states in percolating metal-dielectric composite materials is universally 
present regardless of the dimensionality o f the problem.
Relying on the knowledge gained on the three dimensional (3D) metal-dielectric 
composites, we integrated the MDC electrode in the existing thin film silicon solar cells 
and designed a new type of solar cell, which we refer to as Surface Plasmon Enhanced 
Solar Cell (SPESC). With this inclusion o f the MDC electrode in the solar cell, we 
estimated a substantial improvement in absorption in active layer, which in return aids in 
a huge enhancement in optical efficiency.
We modeled SPESCs using both organic (polymer) and inorganic semiconducting 
active layers. We used P3HT:PCBM as active layer in organic solar cells; a maximum 
optical efficiency o f 24% is achieved for active layer thickness o f 80nm and metal 
concentration of 41%. This efficiency is 37% higher compared to the benchmark device 
and is entirely due to the energy localization and light absorption facilitated by the MDC.
We used as crystalline silicon as active layer in inorganic solar cell there is a substantial 
improvement in the optical (absorption) efficiency when compared to the benchmark 
device.
We proposed a purely analytical model for thin film silicon solar cell. The general 
transport equations o f electron and hole were solved analytically to compute carrier 
concentration profiles and generation dependent electrical current. We developed a 
simple model with a constant generation approximation and calculated electrical output 
currents at different generation rates showing electrical current increases with increasing 
generation rate. We employed this analytical model for calculation of generation current 
and obtained the optimal electrical efficiency as a function o f thicknesses o f the Si silicon 
layer and also metal concentration o f MDC electrode. We observed that there is a 
substantial enhancement in the electrical efficiency of SPESC when compared to bare 
solar cells without MDC electrode.
APPENDIX A 
BLOCK ELIMINATION CODES IN FORTRAN
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A .l Serial Code
parameter (lrows=50) c size o f the system LX L 
parameter (krows=50) c number o f layers 
parameter (nreal=l) c number of realizations
complex(KIND=8) h(lrows,lrows*krows,lrows*krows) 
complex(KIND=8) sigml(lrows,lrows,krows), sigm2(lrows,lrows,krows) 
com plex^IN D ^S) sigm3(lrows,lrows,krows),cn(lrows*lrows*krows) 
complex(KIND=8) s(lrows,lrows*krows)




complex(KIND=8) Ex(lrows-1 Jrow s-1 ,krows-1 ),Ey(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows-1)
complex(KIND=8)Ez(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows-1 ),Epl(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows- 
1 ),Eplm(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows-1)! ,Epls(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows-1)
complex(KINI>=8) cons,Epls((lrows-1 )*(lrows-1 )*(krows-1 )),Eplsn((lrows- 
1 )*(lrows-1 )*(krows-1 )* 100)
real(KIND=8) lam 1 ,pr,m,tita,lamp,lamt,epsb,random!,sigm(2* 1 ,nreal) 




Open(unit=7,file-I_50_testj)C_ 1 _300_3 .dat',status-unknown')
!c SUBROUTINE VECTORS
Sd=(2.2,0.0) c permittivity o f dielectric








Sm =(l.570708,0.01478) c permittivity o f metal 
do 110 lp= l,l
p=0.2488126+lp*0.0000000
do 100 kk= 1 ,nreal
do k= l,n l 








do i= l,n l 














do i= l,n l 




















!c BUILDING VECTORS 
do i=2,nl-l 
do j=2 ,n l-l 
do k=2,n2-l
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h(i,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j-1 )*n2+k)=sigm 1 (i j,k)+sigm2(i j,k)+sigm3(i j,k)+sigm 1 (i- 
1 j  ,k)+sigm2(i j - 1 ,k)+sigm3(i j  ,k-1)
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j-1 )*n2+k+1 )=-sigm3(i j,k )
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j - 1 )*n2+k-1 )=-sigm3(i j ,k -1)
h(i,(j-l )*n2+k,(j-2)*n2+k)=-sigm2(i j - 1 ,k) 
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+k,j*n2+k)=-sigm2(i j,k )
s(i,(j-1 )*n2+k)=-sigm 1 (i j,k ) 
enddo
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+1 ,(j-1 )*n2+1 )=sigm 1 (i j ,  1 )+sigm2(i j ,  1 )+sigm3(i j ,  1 )+sigm 1 (i- 
1 j ,  1 )+sigm2(i j - 1,1 )+sigm3(ij,n2)
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+1,0-1 )*n2+2)=-sigm3(ij, 1) 
h(i,0-1 )*n2+1,0-1 )*n2+n2)=-sigm3(i,j,n2)
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+n2,0-1 )*n2+n2)=sigm 1 (i j,n2)+sigm2(i j,n2)+sigm3(i j  ,n2)+sigm 1 (i- 
1 J,n2)+sigm2(i j - 1 ,n2)+sigm3(i j,n 2 -1)
h(i,0-1 )*n2+n2,0-1 )*n2+n2-1 )=-sigm3(i j ,n 2 -1)
h(i,0-1 )*n2+n2,0-1 )*n2+l )=-sigm3(i j,n2)
h(i,0-1 )*n2+1,0-2)*n2+1 )=-sigm2(i j - 1,1) 
h(i,0-1 )*n2+n2,0-2)*n2+n2)=-sigm2(i j - 1 ,n2) 
h(i,0-1 )*n2+1 j*n2+ 1 )=-sigm2(i j ,  1) 
h0 ,0 -l)*n2+n2,j*n2+n2)=-sigm2(ij,n2)
s(i,0-1 )*n2+1 )=-sigm 1 (i,j, 1) 
s(i,0-1 )*n2+n2)=-sigm 1 (i j,n2) 
enddo
h(i, 1,1 )=sigm 1 (i, 1,1 )+sigm2(i, 1,1 )+sigm3(i, 1,1 )+sigm 1 (i-
1,1,1 )+sigm2(i,nl, 1 )+sigm3(i, 1 ,n2)
h(i, 1,2)=-sigm3(i, 1,1)
h(i, 1 ,n2)=-sigm3(i, 1 ,n2)
h(i,n2,n2-1 )=-sigm3(i, 1 ,n2-1) 
h(i,n2,1 )=-sigm3(i, 1 ,n2)
h(i,n2,n2)=sigm 1 (i, 1 ,n2)+sigm2(i, 1 ,n2)+sigm3(i, 1 ,n2)+sigm 1 (i-
1.1 ,n2)+sigm2(i,n 1 ,n2)+sigm3(i, 1 ,n2-1)
h(i,(n l-l)*n2+l,(n l- 
1 )*n2+1 )=sigm 1 (i,n 1,1 )+sigm2(i,n 1,1 )+sigm3(i,n 1,1 )+sigm 1 (i-1 ,n 1,1 )+sigm2(i,n 1 
I,l)+sigm3(i,nl,n2)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+ l,(n l-l )*n2+2)=-sigm3(i,n 1,1)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 ,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2)=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2-1 }=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2-1)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 )=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2,(n 1 - 
1 )*n2+n2)=sigm 1 (i,n 1 ,n2)+sigm2(i,n 1 ,n2)+sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2)+sigm 1 (i- 
1 ,n 1 ,n2)+sigm2(i,n 1 -1 ,n2)+sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2-1)
h(i, 1 ,n2+1 )=-sigm2(i, 1,1) 
h(i,n2,2*n2)=-sigm2(i, 1 ,n2) 
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 ,(n 1 -2)*n2+1 )=-sigm2(i,n 1,1) 
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2,(n 1 -2)*n2+n2)=-sigm2(i,n 1 ,n2)
s(i,l)= -sigm l(i,l,l)
s(i,n2)=-sigm 1 (i, 1 ,n2)
s(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 )=-sigm 1 (i,n 1,1)




h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k,(n 1 - 
1 )*n2+k)=sigm 1 (i,n 1 ,k)+sigm2(i,n 1 ,k)+sigm3(i,n 1 ,k)+sigm 1 (i-1 ,n 1 ,k)+sigm2(i,n 1 
l,k)+sigm3(i,nl,k-l)
h(i,k,k)=sigm 1 (i, 1 ,k)+sigm2(i, 1 ,k)+sigm3(i, 1 ,k)+sigm 1 (i-
1.1 ,k)+sigm2(i,n 1 ,k)+sigm3(i, 1 ,k-1)
h(i,k,k+1 )=-sigm3(i, 1 ,k) 
h(i,k,k-1 )=-sigm3(i, 1 ,k-1)
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h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k+1 )=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,k) 
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k-1 )=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,k-1)
s(i,k)=-sigml(i,l,k)
s(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k)=-sigm 1 (i,n 1 ,k)
enddo
enddo
do j= l,n l 
do k=l,n2
h( 1 ,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j-1 )*n2+k)=( 1.0,0.0) 
h(n l.(j-l )*n2+k,(j - 1 )*n2+k)=( 1.0,0.0) 
if (jge.2.and.j.le.nl-l) then 
h(j ,k,n2+k)=-sigm2(j, 1 ,k)
h(j,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k,(n 1 -2)*n2+k)=-sigm2(j,n 1 1 >k)
h(j,k,(n 1 -1) *n2+k)=-sigm2(j ,n 1 ,k)











do j= l,K L 
big_m(ij)=h(k,ij) 

















do j= l,K L 
h(k,ij)=big_m(ij) 
if (i.gt.j) then 
h(k,ij)=big_m(ij+KL) 
endif













big_m(i j)=h(n 1 -1 ,i j )  
enddo
big_m(i,i+KL)=s(n 1 -1 ,i) 
enddo











do j= l,K L
h(n 1 -1 ,i j  )=big_m(i J )
if (i.gt.j) then
h(nl -1 ,i j)=big_m(i j+KL)
endif
enddo




!c BLOCKS ELIMINATION 2 
!c




































do i= l,n l 
d o j= l,n l 
do k=l,n2





do i= l,n l- l 
d o j= l,n l- l 
do k=l,n2-l
Ex(i j,k)=-(nl -1 )*(pot(i+1 j,k)-pot(i j,k)) 
Ey(i j,k)=-(n 1 -1 )*(pot(i,j+1 ,k)-pot(i j,k)) 










do i= l,n l- l 








do i= l,n l- l 
do j= l,n l- l  
do k=l,n2-l 





















complex(KIND=8) sigml(lrows,lrows,krows), sigm2(lrows,lrows,krows) 
complex(KIND=8) sigm3(lrows,lrows,krows),cn(lrows*lrows*krows) 
complex(KIND=8) s(lrows,lrows*krows)




complex(KIND=8) Ex(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows-1 ),Ey(lrows-1 Jrows-1 ,krows-1)
complex(KIND=8) Ez(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows-1 ),Epl(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows- 
1 ),Eplm(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows-1 )!,Epls(lrows-1 ,lrows-1 ,krows-1)
complex(KIND=8) cons,Epls((lrows-1 )*(lrows-1 )*(krows-1 )),Eplsn((lrows- 
1 )*(lrows-1 )*(krows-1)* 100)
real(KIND=8) lam 1 ,pr,m,tita,lamp,lamt,epsb,random !,sigm(2’1' 1 ,nreal) 




Open(unit=7,file='I_50_test_pc_1 300 3 .dat',status-unknown')
!c MPI enviroment 
call MPI INIT(ierr)
call MPI_COMM_RANK(MPI_COMM WORLD, myid, ierr) 
call MPI_COMM_SIZE(MPI_COMM WORLD, numprocs, ierr)










KL=n 1 *n2 
Sm =(l.570708,0.01478) 
do 110 lp= l,l 
p=0.2488126+lp*0.0000000 
do 100 kk=l,nreal 
d o k = l,n l 








do i= l,n l 














do i= l,n l 























!c BUILDING VECTORS 
do i=2,nl-l 
do j= 2 ,n l-l 
do k=2,n2-l
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j-1 )*n2+k)=sigm 1 (i j,k)+sigm2(i j,k)+sigm3(i j,k)+sigm 1 (i- 
1 j,k)+sigm2(i j - 1 ,k)+sigm3(i j  ,k-1)
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j-l)*n2+k+1 )=-sigm3(i j,k )
h(i,(j-l)*n2+k,(j-l )*n2+k- l)=-sigm3(i j ,k - l )
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j-2)*n2+k)=-sigm2(i j - 1 ,k) 
h(i,(j-l)*n2+k,j*n2+k)=-sigm2(ij,k)
s(i,(j-1 )*n2+k)=-sigm 1 (i ,j,k) 
enddo
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+1 ,(j-1 )*n2+1 )=sigm 1 (i j ,  1 )+sigm2(i j ,  1 )+sigm3(i j ,  1 )+sigm 1 (i- 
1 j ,  1 )+sigm2(i j - 1,1 )+sigm3(ij,n2)
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+1 ,(j-1 )*n2+2)=-sigm3(i j , 1) 
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+1 ,(j-1 )*n2+n2)=-sigm3(i j,n2)
h(i,(j-l)*n2+n2,(j-l)*n2+n2)=sigml(ij,n2)+sigm2(ij,n2)+sigm3(ij,n2)+sigml(i- 
1 J,n2)+sigm2(i j - 1 ,n2)+sigm3(i j ,n 2 -1)
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+n2,(j-l )*n2+n2-1 )=-sigm3(i j,n 2 -1)
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+n2,(j-1 )*n2+1 )=-sigm3(i j,n2)
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+1 ,(j-2)*n2+1 )=-sigm2(i j - 1,1) 
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+n2,(j-2)*n2+n2)=-sigm2(i,j-1 ,n2) 
h(i,(j-1 )*n2+1 ,j*n2+1 )=-sigm2(i j ,  1) 
h(i,(j-l)*n2+n2,j*n2+n2)=-sigm2(ij,n2)
s(i,(j-1 )*n2+1 )=-sigm 1 (i j , 1) 
s(i,(j-1 )*n2+n2)=-sigm 1 (i j,n2)
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enddo
h(i, 1,1 )=sigm 1 (i, 1,1 )+sigm2(i, 1,1 )+sigm3( i, 1,1 )+sigm 1 (i-
1.1.1 )+sigm2(i,n 1,1 )+sigm3(i, 1 ,n2)
h(i,l,2)=-sigm 3(i,l,l) 
h(i, 1 ,n2)=-sigm3(i, 1 ,n2) 
h(i,n2,n2-1 )=-sigm3(i, 1 ,n2-1) 
h(i,n2,1 )=-sigm3(i, 1 ,n2)
h(i,n2,n2)=sigm 1 (i, 1 ,n2)+sigm2(i, 1 ,n2)+sigm3(i, 1 ,n2)+sigm 1 (i-
1.1 ,n2)+sigm2(i,n 1 ,n2)+sigm3(i, 1 ,n2-1)
h(i,(n l-l)*n2+l,(n l-
1 )*n2+1 )=sigm 1 (i,n 1,1 )+sigm2(i,n 1,1 )+sigm3(i,n 1,1 )+sigm 1 (i-1 ,n 1,1 )+sigm2(i,n 1 - 
I,l)+sigm3(i,nl,n2)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 ,(n 1 -1 )*n2+2)=-sigm3(i,n 1,1)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 ,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2)=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2-1 )=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2-1)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 )=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2,(n 1 - 
1 )*n2+n2)=sigm 1 (i,n 1 ,n2)+sigm2(i,n 1 ,n2)+sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2)+sigm 1 (i- 
1 ,n 1 ,n2)+sigm2(i,n 1 -1 ,n2)+sigm3(i,n 1 ,n2-1)
h(i, 1 ,n2+1 )=-sigm2(i, 1,1) 
h(i,n2,2*n2)=-sigm2(i, 1 ,n2) 
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 ,(n 1 -2)*n2+1 )=-sigm2(i,n 1,1) 
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+n2,(n 1 -2)*n2+n2)=-sigm2(i,n 1 ,n2)
s(i, 1 )=-sigm 1 (i, 1,1)
s(i,n2)=-sigm 1 (i, 1 ,n2)
s(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+1 )=-sigm 1 (i,n 1,1)






1 )*n2+k)=sigm 1 (i,n 1 ,k)+sigm2(i,n 1 ,k)+sigm3(i,n 1 ,k)+sigm 1 (i-1 ,n 1 ,k)+sigm2(i,n 1 - 
l,k)+sigm3(i,nl,k-l)
h(i,k,k)=sigm 1 (i, 1 ,k)+sigm2(i, 1 ,k)+sigm3(i, 1 ,k)+sigm 1 (i-
1,1 ,k)+sigm2(i,n 1 ,k)+sigm3(i, 1 ,k-1)
h(i,k,k+1 )=-sigm3(i, 1 ,k)
h(i,k,k-1 )=-sigm3(i, 1 ,k-1)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k+1 )=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,k)
h(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k-1 )=-sigm3(i,n 1 ,k-1)
s(i,k)=-sigml(i,l,k)
s(i,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k)=-sigm 1 (i,n 1 ,k)
enddo
enddo
do j= l,n l 
do k=l,n2
h( 1 ,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j-l)*n2+k)=( 1.0,0.0)
h(n 1 ,(j-1 )*n2+k,(j-l )*n2+k)=( 1.0,0.0)
if (j.ge.2.and.j.le.nl-l) then
h(j ,k,n2+k)=-sigm2(j, 1 ,k)
h(j ,(n 1-1 )*n2+k,(n 1 -2)*n2+k)=-sigm2(j ,n 1 -1 ,k)
h(j,k,(n 1 -1 )*n2+k)=-sigm2(j,n 1 ,k)


















do 5 1=1, KL 



























do j= l,K L
big_m(i j)=h(nl -1 ,i j )  
enddo
big_m(i,i+KL)=s(n 1 -1 ,i) 
enddo
do 15 1=1, KL 










do j= l,K L
h(nl -1 ,i j)=big_m(i j )
if (i.gt.j) then
h(n 1 -1 ,ij )=big_m(i j+KL)
endif
enddo










































do i= l,n l 
do j= l,n l 
do k - 1 ,n2




do i= l,n l- l 
do j= l,n l- l  
do k=l,n2-l
Ex(i j,k)=-(n 1 -1 )*(pot(i+1 j,k)-pot(i j,k))
Ey(ij,k)=-(n 1 -1 )*(pot(ij+1 ,k)-pot(i j,k))









do i= 1 ,n 1 -1 









do i= l,n l- l 
d o j= l,n l- l 
do k=l,n2-l 





















call MPI_Reduce(sigma(lp)/nreal,sigme(lp), 1, MPI_DOUBLE_PRECISION,
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